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Resum 

 
El tráfico marítimo de mercancías está experimentando un crecimiento 
acelerado principalmente debido a la globalización de la economía y la 
liberalización del comercio internacional. A la vez que se benefician de este 
impulso, los operadores de terminales de contenedores también afrontan el 
reto de introducir métodos innovadores para optimizar las operaciones en un 
entorno de intensa competitividad. En este contexto, la automatización y el uso 
eficaz de nuevas tecnologías para mejorar los procesos suponen una ventaja 
competitiva considerable. Entre otros avances tecnológicos, la integración de 
tecnologías que facilitan el seguimiento de carga es de vital importancia para 
una gestión adecuada del inventario en tiempo real. Para incorporar con éxito 
estas tecnologías, especialmente para operadores globales, existe un interés 
en establecer un marco que facilite el diseño, implementación y 
funcionamiento de este nuevo concepto de terminales automatizadas. 
 
Teniendo en cuenta estas necesidades, el principal propósito de este proyecto 
es: en primer lugar, analizar los efectos de introducir sistemas TIC 
(Tecnologías de la Información y Comunicación) de seguimiento en la 
operación de la terminal; y en segundo lugar, proponer un método para 
normalizar el funcionamiento de los procesos que tienen lugar en una terminal 
de contenedores, permitiendo una buena organización operativa de futuras 
implementaciones de terminales automatizadas. Se ha propuesto y evaluado 
un método con directrices para modelar el funcionamiento de una terminal de 
contenedores automatizada que consiste en un listado jerarquizado de 
operaciones descritas mediante mapas de proceso acompañados de una 
breve explicación escrita. Conjuntamente, para demostrar las posibles 
aplicaciones de las TIC y las consecuencias que impone su uso, se ha 
presentado y analizado un escenario tecnológico. 
 
El uso de sistemas TIC en la operación de terminales aporta numerosas 
ventajas en términos de productividad en los procesos, rapidez en el servicio y 
seguridad de la carga. Asimismo, establecer directrices para la normalización 
de las operaciones resulta un método coherente que permite facilitar el diseño, 
implementación y operación de terminales disminuyendo el esfuerzo y tiempo 
empleado en estas funciones. Los resultados de este proyecto garantizan un 
buen punto de partida en la tendencia actual de automatización de terminales. 
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Overview 
 

 
The container traffic is experiencing an accelerated growth mainly due to the 
globalization of economy and trade. Terminal operators benefit of this 
momentum at the same time that are challenged to introduce innovative 
methods for optimizing operations in such a competitive environment. In this 
context, automation is becoming an important trend in container terminal 
operations and the effective use of up-to-date technology for enhancing 
processes is a considerable competitive advantage. Among others, the cargo 
and equipment tracking technologies are of major interest pursuing an accurate 
real-time inventory management. In order to successfully incorporate these 
technologies, especially for global operators, there is an interest in establishing 
a standard framework that facilitates the design, implementation and operation 
of this new concept of automated terminals. 
 
Bearing in mind these needs, the main goals of this master thesis have been: 
firstly, to analyse the effects of introducing ICT (Information and 
Communication Technology) tracking systems in terminal operations; and 
secondly, to investigate and propose a method to standardize the operation 
processes in an automated container terminal, allowing for smooth operational 
organization of future automated container terminals. A novel method with 
guidelines for modelling the operation of an automated container terminal, by 
means of a hierarchical list of operations described using process maps 
combined with process discussions, has been proposed and assessed. 
Together with this, a technological scenario has been presented to 
demonstrate the possible applications of ICT technologies and the implications 
they impose. 
 
The results of this research have proven to be useful, reasonable and a good 
starting point for further development, even though setting standards for 
terminal operations is a complex task. It can be concluded that the use of ICT 
systems brings advantages for terminal competitiveness in terms of operational 
efficiency, data reliability, terminal safety and goods security. Together with 
this, setting guidelines towards the standardization of automated operations is 
a consistent method for making easier design, implementation and operation 
functions cutting down effort and time. 
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Introduction  1 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Automation is a hot topic in container terminals nowadays. World container 
trade is growing and there is an increasing need for terminal operators to stay 
competitive by implementing the latest technologies in order to cope with the 
demand [10]. The continuous growth of the container industry, space 
constraints and qualified personnel scarcity are drivers for terminal operators to 
focus on seeking to implement better and enhanced models of operation. 
 
The study of the possibilities of automation is being implemented in the different 
competitors and first automated terminals are starting operations around the 
world [26]. At the same time, demands for efficiency and productivity also grow 
for the traditional manual operated terminals where it is being considered the 
shift towards automated processes, either total or to some extent. The 
complexity of terminal operations, the novelty of the situation and the future 
perspective of expansion towards automation give the topic a great interest to 
research in, even though the high degree of uncertainty. 
 
When applied to container terminals, automation has a wide range of 
advantages. These comprise increasing profitability, improving quality and 
safety and optimizing the workforce. Although the initial investment for an 
automated terminal is higher, the operational costs are reduced considerably. 
All this, besides the fact that automatic elements are environmentally friendlier, 
makes the automated container terminal a very attractive option [42]. 
 
In order to make the automated container terminal the future pattern to follow 
there is an interest in establishing a set of standards that facilitate the design 
and operation. Standardization, together with a culture of continuous 
improvement, is a means to have up-to-date guidelines consistent within the 
whole organization that allow building and operating automated terminals in a 
competitive way. For introducing automation, the standard principles should 
include clear procedures for the use of technologies from the changes 
introduced in the current operation processes, statement of the new roles with 
their responsibilities and identification of the risk entailed to the company and 
uncertainties still present. The human interaction with technology should be 
clearly stated in a way easy to understand and implement without ambiguities. 
 
The major topics of this research are (1) to generally explore the possibilities of 
automation in container terminals operation and (2) to propose a method to 
introduce automation in the traditional operation processes. On this track, the 
main goal of this master thesis is to develop a standard approach for modelling 
business specific operation processes allowing the shift from manual to 
automated functions. This would be a first step towards the development of a 
standard module that can serve for future implementations. 
 
The presented research topics are tackled by means of an initial research, the 
development of a model and its application to a real case in order to evaluate 
the solution proposed. Conclusions are drawn based on the obtained results 
and their assessment. Fig. 1 schematizes the phases of the master thesis. 
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Fig. 1 Research project design, methodology and main deliverables 
 
 
The structure of this document follows the research line stated above with slight 
adaptations for a better comprehension: 
 CHAPTER 1 presents the results of an extensive research in the container 

industry dynamics and terminal operation, for a better understanding of the 
importance that automation has nowadays to improve operations. The 
technologies used for automation are explored and the need of 
standardization appears for their integration in current operation processes. 

 CHAPTER 2 introduces the concept of standardization and proposes a 
framework for analysing, listing and modelling operation processes. 
Standard terms are defined for its application to container terminals. 

 CHAPTER 3 brings in some details for one of the promises of terminal 
automation: the equipment tracking technologies. A technological scenario is 
presented and the applications benefits and constraints are analyzed in a 
real process by applying the solution proposed in the previous chapter. 

 CHAPTER 4 discusses the results and evaluates the model developed. 
 
Several benefits are envisaged from the implementation of this automation 
concept starting with the improvements in operations throughput time, accuracy 
and safety, what could be a significant advantage in the competitive business of 
container terminals. Additionally, the standardization of the automated terminal 
cuts down effort and time, together with cost, in the design and implementation 
of new projects, as the developed standard module can be re-applied around 
the world with small adaptations to the local conditions.  This approach sets up 
an important starting point for decision making in the following projects 
increasing the predictability, maintainability and reliability of the solution as the 
established concept is being proved and enhanced. 
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CHAPTER 1. THE TREND TOWARDS AUTOMATION IN 
CONTAINER TERMINAL OPERATION 

 
This chapter introduces the container industry and its evolution towards the 
concept of automation in terminal operation. An overview of the main 
technological developments is given and examples presented of the evolution in 
terminal implementation. 
 
 

1.1. Container Industry and Market Evolution 

 
Container terminals date from the 1970s when the introduction of 
containerization represented a revolution in the way cargo was shipped, a 
standard way of transporting goods, therefore allowing reducing the handling 
equipment needed. This evolution dramatically cut down the transport costs and 
promoted an exponential growth. More than 90% of international trade in 
volume of manufactured goods is currently transported by sea. Nowadays, the 
trillion-dollar shipping industry is vital to the world economy [52] with over 60% 
of the world deep-sea general cargo transported in containers and some routes 
up to 100% containerized [49]. 
 
The globalization of economy has also strengthened this growing trend. 
Worldwide cargo sea transportation has been increasing a 10~11% rate for the 
past few years, as it can be derived from the following Fig. 1.1, and it is 
expected to continue growing [24]. 
 
 

 

Fig. 1.1 Worldwide cargo sea transportation evolution 
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1.2. Ports and Container Terminals 

 
A container terminal (e.g. Fig. 1.2) is a port facility specialized in the 
transhipment of containers from one mode of transportation to another, usually 
providing services for their temporal storage. Containers can be loaded on large 
seagoing vessels typically for inter-continental transport and on feeders, trains 
and trucks for intra-continental transport. Even high-value cargo can be 
transported quickly in a cost-efficient way. 
 
 

1.2.1. Container Terminal Basic Functions 

 
Container terminal functions in specific physical area include the following [14]: 
 Ship operation associated with container moves between the vessels and 

the yard. 
 Handling and storage operations in the yard. 
 Interchange operations for reception or delivery of containers to the landside 

carrier. 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 1.2 Container terminal 
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The scheme in Fig. 1.2 shows the basic elements and areas of a container 
terminal. Cargo flows generate activities including but not limited to; vessel 
loading and discharging yard handling and storage, inspections, gate 
processing, cargo documentation, communications, etc. 
 
As an example, the basic activities carried out in an import flow of a container 
arriving by vessel in the waterside and leaving the terminal by any landside 
transportation, truck or train would involve activities for the: 
 Planning, preparation and arrival of a vessel to the terminal berth usually 

assisted by information systems involving several stakeholders. 
 Discharge of the container from the ship to the shore where the main 

equipment is the quay crane. 
 Transport of the container by any kind of terminal vehicles (manned, 

automated or even mixed systems) to the storage area in both the waterside 
and the landside. 

 Storage during a certain period of time, usually much shorter for loaded 
containers than for empties. It can be done by gantry cranes or vehicles in 
an automated or manned way. 

 Delivery to any landsite transportation, truck or terminal vehicles for the 
railway. 

 Load of the container in the train usually done by gantry cranes; although in 
some cases also transport vehicles as ShCs (Shuttle Carriers) are used for 
this purpose. 

 
A similar process occurs in the opposite direction for export containers. 
However, for transhipment containers, very common in hub terminals, the 
stacking activities do not play a main role in the process. 
 

1.2.2. Challenges and Opportunities for Innovation 

 
The number and capacity of seaport container terminals has increased and 
should continue increasing in the future. Huge container ports such as Hong 
Kong, Singapore and Los Angeles / Long Beach have flourished thanks to 
rapid-loading equipment [25]. In terminal operation, a limited number of global 
players share the global market, amongst the largest ones, the Hong Kong-
based Hutchison, PSA that is based in Singapore, APM Terminals with 
headquarters in The Hague and DP World which base is located in Dubai [9]. 
 
However, terminal operators have the challenge to meet peak demand 
improving their current capacity and productivity. This fact still encourages port 
authorities and container terminal operators to re-evaluate their operational 
effectiveness redesigning their existing buffering and handling systems, 
developing expansion plans, improving infrastructure, security and safety or 
marketing themselves as an attractive point of entry into the marketplace [46]. 
Some trends [56] are compiled in Fig. 1.3. 
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Fig. 1.3 Container industry development trends 

 
 
For many years, the container industry innovation has been placed on the 
economies of scale by operating larger ships. Lately, the trend followed by 
operators is turning into differentiation [3]. Recent developments have shown 
that a key to efficiency in container handling is the automation of in-yard 
transportation, storing and stacking to increase the terminal throughput and 
decrease ship turnaround time at the terminal [4]. In the recent years, operators 
have continually evolved from a technological perspective towards automation. 
"With the new technology, we are addressing, in particular, terminals that need 
to increase both stack capacity and boost productivity in the space available to 
hold their own in face of tough competition.” explains Dr. Mathias Dobner, 
Gottwald's CEO [39]. 
 
 

1.3. Automated Container Terminals 

 
There is still a lot of ground to cover for fully automated terminals in the 
planning and design of terminal operations worldwide. However, the first 
implementations already show that the case for automated terminals is strong. 
The use of new technologies seems to provide the terminal with the best 
possibilities to work with future high volume throughputs lowering labour and 
equipment hours. 
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1.3.1. Potential Benefits of Automation 

 
Economically, studies show that automated systems are less expensive than 
traditional manual ones (see Fig. 1.4), even considering the higher capital 
expenses, paying off in a short period of time. Performance wise, automated 
systems require more equipment, but they can achieve similar performance 
levels as manned equipment. Prerequisite is intelligent, flexible and robust 
software, which has to be proved in practice yet [43]. 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1.4 Business model for automation 1 

 
 
Unmanned cranes and transportation equipment and the use of tracking 
enabling devices, together with ICT systems to operate the terminal increases 
efficiency and safety, lowering energy consumption and dependence on labour. 
Fig. 1.5 states some of the advantages of automating terminal operations driven 
by the industry forces. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.5 Benefits of automation in terminal operation 

                                            
1
 The results on this figure are shown as an example only, not based on actual projects. 
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Some initiatives where automation can add extra value to the logistics are: 
 Congestion and capacity: 

 Trucks, trains and ships arrival scheduling. 

 Automated ground vehicles, cranes, trailing and stacking systems. 

 Lower labour and operating costs through processes remote control. 

 Inventory management. 
 Safety and security concerns: 

 Security programmes ranging from automated port entry authorization to 
mechanized container identification or enhanced containers security. 

 Safety proposals include reducing human errors through automation and 
using computer based tools to detect anomalies. 

 
 

1.3.2. Technological Developments to Automate the Processes 

 
There are several existing and emerging technologies developed to enhance 
terminal automation. Some examples can be seen in Fig. 1.6. 
 
 

 

Fig. 1.6 Emerging technologies for terminal automation 

 
 
The main groups identified are: 
 Technologies for loading systems including automated cranes and 

storage systems for stacking containers, automated cranes and specific 
ship-loading technologies, anti-sway systems and cell elevators. 

 Automated horizontal transportation for inter-modal operations as 
automated guided vehicles or multiple trailer systems. 

 Equipment tracking technologies for data capture and inventory 
management as OCR, RFID and GPS. 

 Other technologies as remote reefer control and monitoring systems. 
 
In this master thesis the focus is put on the equipment tracking technologies. 
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OCR: Optical Character Recognition; RFID: Radio Frequency Identification; DGPS: Differential Global Positioning System 
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1.3.3. Yard and Horizontal Transport Automation 

 
Automation in terminal operations is being considered more and more in many 
terminal designs and already implemented to some extent in several projects. 
Table 1.1 presents some examples. More information can be found in ANNEX 
A. The first examples of nearly fully automated terminals are ECT in Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands (1993) and CTA in the Port of Hamburg, Germany (2002), 
both operating at capacity (up to 90–95% stack density) [42]. Automation is the 
key of these outstanding examples on account of their performance and make 
clear how cost-efficient terminal design can provide new dimensions in cargo 
handling [12]. 
 

Table 1.1 Worldwide automated yard terminals overview 

 

Terminal Year 
LS stack 
delivery 

Yard storage 
WS stack 
delivery 

WS 
transport 

ECT Delta 
Rotterdam 

1993 Semi-auto 
Auto: 

136 RMG 
Auto 

Auto: 

265 AGV 

ECT Euromax 
Phase 1 

2008 Semi-auto 
Auto: 

58 RMG 
Auto 

Auto: 

96 AGV 

CTA Hamburg 2002 
Semi-auto: 

remote operator 

Auto: 

52 RMG 
Auto 

Auto: 

74 AGV 

APM Terminals 
Virginia 

2007 
Semi-auto: 

remote operator 

Auto: 

30 RMG 
Auto 

Manned: 

20 ShC 

PSA Pasir Panjang, 
Singapore 

1998 
Semi-auto: 

remote operator 

Auto: 44 OBC 

15 RMG 

Semi-auto: 

remote operator 
Manned 

HIT Terminal 6 & 7, 
Hong Kong 

1996 
Semi-auto: 

operator in crane 

Auto: 

24 RMG 

Semi-auto: 

operator in crane 
Manned 

THAMESPORT, 
London 

1990 

Semi-auto: 

operator at 
pedestal 

Auto: 

19 RMG 

Semi-auto: 

remote operation 
by tractor 

Manned 

Patrick’s Fisherman 
Islands’ berths 7, 8 
& 9, Brisbane 

2002 - 
Auto: 

18 SC 
- 

Auto: 

18 SC 

WAN-HAI, Tokyo 2003 
Semi-auto: 

operator in crane 

Auto: 

9 RMG 

Semi-auto: 

operator in crane 
Manned 

 
 
Additionally, several ports have announced plans to implement AGVs, such as 
the PSA (Singapore), which is foreseeing a fleet of up to 2,000 AGVs. Other 
examples are Kaohsiung (Taiwan), Pusan (Korea), Kawasaki (Japan), Kajima 
(Japan), Thamesport (UK), Bremerhafen, (Germany), Hamburg (Germany) and 
Antwerp (Belgium) [23]. 
 
In the automation of the yard and the horizontal transportation, the first 
implementations have employed RMGs for the stacking and AGVs for 
transportation. Although cost-efficient, the AGV-RMG model is not considered 
to be flexible nor highly productive. However, these considerations are not 
supported by facts, or simulation results. The automated SC model for both 

LS: Landside; WS: Waterside; OBC: Overhead Bridge Crane 
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transport and stacking is a new solution being analysed at the moment. Much is 
expected from the combination of automated ShC for the transportation with 
RMGs for a much denser stacking [44]. However, what it has been observed is 
that although the effect of decoupling is considerable, the automated ShC 
seems less interesting, mainly due to its relatively high price and maintenance 
costs [43]. Therefore, other options as lift AGVs are worthy of note. 
 
Although still more extensive research is required, the automated SC or ShC-
RMG solution could introduce some advantages over the use of AGVs for 
horizontal transportation. However, still the AGVs are one step forward at least 
concerning proven operation. Different terminals have different requirements 
that can come to varied solutions. The consideration and implementation of new 
automated models for terminal operation allows the assessment in real 
operation, which is important to appraise the project risk. However, the goal of 
this research is not to evaluate the results of the alternative solutions, but more 
review their main characteristics in a very general level. 
 
 

1.3.4. Equipment Tracking Technologies 

 
Information technology has become an essential part of the rapid and accurate 
transfer and processing of data in international transport firms and port 
organisations. The proper management of systems, which process this 
information and communicate it to those who manage port operations, is vital 
for efficient transport. This explains why container tracking systems are given 
high priority among operational computer applications in ports. 
 
In the recent years, tracking enabling technologies and business is rapidly 
changing. On one hand, the technological development evolves so fast that, 
even though it allows for optimizations or revolutionary services, that it seems 
very difficult to agree on a global standard. On the other hand, the business 
dynamics of these technologies is also evolving as rapidly as the technologies 
themselves. Many companies are constantly emerging in this industry launching 
their own solutions, and it is also very usual that these companies merge or are 
acquired by larger ones. The result is a significant volatility in prices, devices 
and services. [20]. 
 
In any case, the goal behind the concept of equipment tracking enabling 
technologies is to provide the ability to determine and communicate, in real-
time, the location of items. There are three key technological components: 
 Location: Systems to determine location of the assets. As an enhancement 

of traditional ways of location tracking (e.g. paper and pencil, voice radio), in 
which goods are tracked when they pass through certain points, real time 
operation and location can only be achieved by means of automated tools. 

 Identification: Systems to identify the assets, which in the basic form, 
automatic identification technologies help to collect the shipment 
identification number and information, and provide this information as an 
input to the rest of the system. The usual capabilities are to read and 
interpret information, which is entered non-manually and stored in some 
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form, while eliminating human errors associated with the data collection and 
input, and doing this in a timely manner. 

 Communication: technologies to access and deliver the information: the 
most common communication systems include satellite, cellular networks 
and Internet and are the basis for information collection and retrieval. 

 
The use in container terminals can be adapted to not only keep track of cargo 
shipments, but also to locate equipment such as containers, cranes, internal 
vehicles, trucks, chassis, generator sets, rail cars, etc. In the case of a specific 
container, information could mean its location, its point of origin and destination, 
the content, the inspection results, etc. These tackling systems can be used to 
provide real-time global information for internal use in the terminal operation or 
to any other user. For instance, clients may want to have accurate information 
on the where their containers are in the land or in the ocean and when they 
arrive, governments may desire to ensure that cargo arriving on land is properly 
taxed or dangerous goods are not smuggled, etc. CHAPTER 3 describes the 
main technologies considered with high potential to enhance the container 
terminal tracking activities. 
 
 

1.4. The Need of Standardization 

 
Global economy and international trade have influenced the emergence of 
global strategic standardization as a driving force for multinational business and 
competition. Nowadays, almost every company already makes use of standards 
to some extent. Some different topics can be subject of standardization. In this 
master thesis the focus is in the standardization of operation processes, 
particularly to be applied to the up-and-coming automated container terminals. 
 
When considering the introduction of such new technological systems, 
standardization issues become important. The strategic importance of technical 
standards for development is often underestimated. Failure to engage in a 
serious debate on global technological developments may not only result in the 
loss of economies of scale in ICT equipment production (and therefore 
increasing prices), as well as to missed opportunities for ensuring 
interoperability, but may also lead to a situation in which a minority technology’s 
evolutionary path runs into a “dead end” after large effort and investment [54]. 
 
This makes the lack of standardization become one of the major problems with 
technologies. Standards can be fostered by the different stakeholders in a 
collaboration environment that would benefit them all. Even more, the same 
could apply in an internal level, inside the organization. Standard procedures 
should be developed for assuring the right operation process and then 
introducing technology in the most appropriate way to improve the efficiency. A 
clear definition of the technologies that are going to be taken as standard inside 
the organization and how they interact with the traditional manual procedures 
still in place is essential for successfully addressing the change. The next 
chapter analyses the process standardization culture and proposes a model for 
its development. 
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CHAPTER 2. A PROPOSAL FOR STANDARDIZATION OF 
PROCESSES 

 
This chapter approaches the standardization of operation processes and 
develops a method for listing, classifying, prioritising, modelling, describing and 
analyzing operation processes. The final goal is to apply it to container 
terminals in order to set the guidelines that make easier the integration of new 
technologies of terminal automation. 
 
 

2.1. Standardization Basics 

 
Standardization is one of the best-kept secrets of Japanese manufacturing 
success. In an age of continuous improvement, competitive quality, cost and 
delivery are not options but requirements. It is truly impossible to set, or meet, 
any target of excellence in those without standardization [34]. Specifically, 
standardization is the process of identifying, carefully defining, successfully 
communicating, effectively applying and continually updating reliable rules, [50] 
which provide clear expectations for what is and is not acceptable. 
 
Fig. 2.1 is a diagram showing the main steps for standardization of the terminal 
operations. The way of proceeding starts by analyzing the processes and then 
identifying risks and possibilities of improvement with their related implications. 
Considering the expertise of the different groups and individuals affected, a 
solution is proposed to be standardized and communicated so that everybody 
follows it. Aiming at continuous improvement, a feedback loop on the solution is 
tested and the effects are compared against the initial standard. The best fitting 
solution is chosen for implementation. 
 
 

Map current 

state

 

 

Define 

customer value

Define future 

state 

possibilities

 

 

Carry out 

improvement 

activities

 

 

Measure 

impact on the 

KPI

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.1 Phases in the standardization of operation processes 

 
 
The standardization of operation processes should be a dynamic process that 
keeps pace with the times, flexible to respond to current conditions in the 
workplace and in the market, while keeping consistency in the overall process 
evolution. The equipment and technologies are continuously being improved. 
Knowledge and understanding grow and need to change [48]. 
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KPI: Key Performance Indicators 
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2.1.2. The Benefits of a Standard Approach 

 
By itself, standardization is a method to maximize quality performance while 
optimizing cost and effort. The agreed-upon standard should reflect the most 
reliable methods and sequences for each process and each worker. 
 
The benefits of the standardization process can be noticed in both the company 
and the workforce sides as reflected in Table 2.1. Standards aim to improve the 
quality, reduce the variability and make easier the understanding of the 
operations. 
 
 

Table 2.1 Benefits of standardization 

 

For the company For the operator 

 variability, waste, cost 

 quality, predictability, lead times 

achievement of certifications 

Easier: 

 - learn new operations 

 - shift between work areas 

 - realize difficulties 

 - contribute with improving ideas 

 
 
The method followed in this master thesis for approaching the standardization 
of operation processes consists on different stages. On one hand, a generic 
model for presenting the different operational processes is built. On the other 
hand, a list of the processes that have to be modelled is defined, comprising the 
services of a container terminal. Last but not least is to define all standard terms 
that are going to be used along the master thesis.  
 
 

2.2. The Proposed Process Model 

 
A process is a series of activities that have to be carried out by actors to reach a 
common goal. It can be a combination of physical, communication and control 
activities that take place in a certain time sequence. The aim of this section is to 
define a standard model for describing the processes in a container terminal. 
The intention of the model developed in this master thesis is to show how the 
process should develop for an efficient implementation, in contrast with the 
process that happens in reality. 
 
The model proposed comprises a process map, which graphically represents 
the process, and a process discussion, highlighting remarkable aspects or 
events of the operation, basically regarding the interaction between human and 
technology. A template document is created to present these results for each 
process. 
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The analysis of a process is done in several steps. The challenge is finally to 
obtain a generic solution than can be implemented in future terminals around 
the world. The approach followed is schematized in Fig. 2.2. 
 
 

Understand the 

actual process

Identify risks

 

 

Identify issues

 

 
Map the best 

implementation 

recognized

 

 

Discuss 

remarks

 

 

Implement 

process

 

 

AND
Validate 

solution

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Process model approach steps 

 
 
The analysis starts by studying the process in the way that it is taking place, 
focusing on understanding what happens in reality. A critical view of the 
activities, their need, their sequence or the actors involved, among others 
things, can help to recognize points of inefficiency and potential risks in order to 
identify opportunities for improvement. This would serve as a basis for process 
redesign. The process is map is then created, and explanations are included for 
discussing remarkable aspects, assessing uncertainties or giving alternative 
solutions. The solution obtained should be validated by different experts and the 
feedback incorporated to the final solution. In order to cope with new issues and 
remain up-to-date with technology developments, a feedback loop should be 
included in the process for revision. 
 
The modelling is approached combining different perspectives to recognize the 
different elements needed to accomplish the process: 
 Data involved 
 Activities to be performed 
 Resources: human and systems required functions 
 Time: progression indicating consecutive and simultaneous events 
 
 

2.2.2. Process Map 

 
A process map is a graphical representation of a process. These maps are 
used to replicate the processes taking place during the operation of a container 
terminal. The focus is on the different container flows for the different cargo, 
including the relevant physical procedures as well as communication and 
control activities. The map can help to identify duplicated or unnecessary steps 
and allow a simple analysis of alternatives. The results obtained have to be 
included in a revision of the map and tested or assessed by different sources. 
Better maps are to be developed after some rounds and serve as a basis for 
future implementations. 
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Fig. 2.3 is an overview of the steps followed for developing process maps. 
Some important hints for the different steps are given after the figure. 
 
 

Determine the 

boundaries

 

 

Understand the 

best 

implementation

List the steps

 

 

Sequence the 

steps

 

 

Draw 

appropriate 

symbols

 

 

Include chart 

information

 

Model the 

system

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Process mapping steps 

 
 

2.2.2.2. Understand the process in life operation 

 
To start with, it is important to clearly understand what to map out. The start and 
end points of the process should be clear as well as all inputs and outputs 
involved. Process maps can depict many levels of detail. Several rounds can be 
made to expand more the most interesting activities. However, it should be 
done without losing track of the big picture as too much detail can consume 
time and effort with no benefit. Determining an appropriate level for the map 
following it consistently is vital. 
 
The main purpose to keep in mind is that anyone can quickly figure out the 
sequence of actions to be done and who is performing them (whether an 
operator or information systems) when having a quick look to the process map. 
 
It is very important to go to the work site to study the operations in order to 
closely examine the process and learn from the real operators not making 
incorrect assumptions. In addition, this is an opportunity to directly check 
inconsistencies, realize problems and identify risks. 
 
 

2.2.2.3. Use a standard format 

 
The documentation has to be clear and precise; using terms following the 
conventions of the site and departments involved in the process. The notation 
and drawing of the process maps have to be set in advance so that the different 
maps are consistent between them. 
 
The process map includes such information as process complexity, the actors 
involved, actions and interrelations between them: 
 The actors carrying out the actions are indicated on the left side of the 

process map with the possibility of adding different hierarchical levels. We 
distinguish between departments, significant personnel, information and 
control systems and equipment. 

 On the right side of the process map the actions are expressed using activity 
boxes and indicating their order and interrelations by means of connection 
lines. The activities representing the start and finish points of the process 
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are shown with round-coin rectangles. The rest of activities are expressed 
by rectangular shapes. A shadow on the shape means that it consists of 
sub-process including a set of activities detailed in an independent process 
map. Rhombus shapes have decision behaviour and are used for case 
differentiation. Notes are included when necessary for giving additional 
information, changes of state in the system or any important comment. 

 The interrelations between activities are expressed by means of connector 
lines that can be inputs or outputs of the activity depending on the arrow 
direction. Slashed lines indicate additional or parallel events. The basic 
Boolean logic on one or more logic inputs are indicated by means of the 
AND and OR operators between the inputs involved. AND is used if all input 
paths are required to be completed to execute the activity that they are 
pointing out. OR is applied if the completion of any of them is enough to 
perform the next activity pointed out by the connector lines. 

 
The general notation for the symbols and flows defined for being used in the 
standard process maps is schematically represented in Fig. 2.4. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.4 Graphical notations 

 
 
There are several software tools that can help with the process map creation. 
iGrafx software is used here, as it provides the functionality sought and the 
license was already available for its use in different languages and running 
under Windows platforms. iGrafx solutions enable companies to achieve 
process excellence in a controlled, centralized and collaborative manner across 
functional boundaries, geographies, and levels of maturity [20]. 
 
Fig. 2.5 is an example of a high level process map following the defined 
standard format for this master thesis. It shows a general overview of the 
activities involved in the container flow of the import/export and transhipment 
handling cycles. 
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Fig. 2.5 General flows: Import – Export – Transhipment 2 

 
 
Actors (on the left) and actions (on the right) are stated in the map, as well as 
mentioned in the discussion of the process. A unified and consistent 
terminology should be used for a correct understanding. Main definitions are 
included in the next section 2.4 and employed in the application in ¡Error! No 
se encuentra el origen de la referencia.. 
 

2.2.2.4. Tests and improvements in an iterative process 

 

                                            
2
 Process map generated using iGrafx software. 
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A second step would be to analyse the data gathered, brainstorm and consult 
with experts of the different areas to set the best solution. A great effort and 
time has to be placed on analyzing the map and developing an action plan to 
test improvements when possible. Alternatives and uncertain events should be 
explained to complement the map. Several people should be consulted in order 
to get a detailed perspective of the process. The result is finally used for 
describing the whole operations as a standard. It is however an iterative 
process until the expected quality level has been reached. 
 
 

2.2.3. Process Discussion 

 
A brief process discussion is included after the process map complementing the 
parts that need further information as for instance: 
 Overview and comments, providing comments when needed to clarify the 

parts that are difficult to express just graphically. 
 Outstanding events. Focus is mainly put on the human interactions with 

technology and the changes introduced in the standard process with the use 
of automated operations. 

 Risks. There is an emphasis on the risks present in the actual process 
indicating their probability of occurrence, consequences and management. 

 Exceptions are mentioned, if existing, e.g. covering aspects of similar 
processes that can be included in the same process map. 

 
 

2.2.4. Template Document 

 
Thinking on an effective communication, and a consistent basis for continuous 
improvement, a template has been defined for the standard process 
documentation (see ANNEX B), facilitating the understanding of the operation 
and organizing the documentation. It is summarized in Table 2.2. 
 
 

Table 2.2 Template document structure for standardization of processes 

 

Section Fields Description 

Document header Document, version, author, reviewer, date 
Document updates and 

revisions track 

Process header 
Process, operation area, main process, 

process type, standard status, contact info 
Process general information 

Process map (more 

info in 2.2.2) 
General information, positioning, map Process positioning and map 

Process discussion 

(more info 2.2.3) 

Comments, outstanding events, risks, 

exceptions 

Discussion on remarkable 

aspects  

Abbreviations Abbreviations 
Definition of all relevant terms, 

abbreviations and acronyms 
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2.3. The Developed Operation Process List 

 
A list of processes describing the operation of an automated container terminal 
has to be created. The standard model is then applied to the listed processes. 
 
This section proposes how to create the relevant process list. The method is 
applied to the case during the development of this master thesis. More than 100 
processes have been identified conforming the standard list of operation 
processes for automated container terminals, as presented in ANNEX C. 
 
 

2.3.1. Process Hierarchy 

 
A hierarchy of processes has been created with four different levels of detail, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.6 and explained below. 

1. Operation areas. It differentiates the general areas of operation in a 
container terminal. 

2. Basic processes. It specifies the generic basic processes that take 
place in a container terminal detailing each of the different operation 
areas of the terminal. 

3. Particular processes. It identifies the type of cargo and handling 
equipment used for transportation. It is included to differentiate the 
options available to operate the generic processes in each operation 
area, setting all possibilities for particularizing cases. 

4. Sub-processes. A forth level is used for bring in a higher level of detail 
for a specific activity whenever it is relevant for a better understanding of 
the process. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.6 Hierarchy levels for the standard container terminal 
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As an example on the application of this structural hierarchy, the results for a 
container terminal are briefly presented here below (more information in ANNEX 
C). Four operation areas have been identified (as explained later in section 
2.4.1) together with an additional area for extra activities. In the final process list 
there have been identified 21 processes for the marine operations, 26 for the 
yard operations, 10 for the gate operations, 31 for the rail operations and 16 
extra processes outside this categories. 
 
 

2.3.2. Process Classification 

 
A criterion to narrow the activities that are going to be considered for the study 
must still be defined. The widely used RRS approach to lean thinking [18] has 
been customized in this master thesis and applied to the container trade 
industry in order to identify common groups of activities, processes or 
procedures in the container terminal operation in terms of volume and regularity 
of their service. The processes have been classified in three groups as defined 
below, which main characteristics are summarized in Table 2.3. 

1. Runners. The first category includes core processes for the business 
that take place on a continuous basis and represent the largest part of 
operation volume in any given period. 

2. Repeaters. The second group comprises the processes that occur 
regularly to meet customer requirements or to satisfy a recurring 
demand. 

3. Strangers. Last but not least, the third category refers to the processes 
that are run in rare occasions to cover specific customer requirements 
with a random occurrence. 

 
 

Table 2.3 Process classification by demand and variability 

 

Process Type Demand Variability 

Runner High Low 

Repeater Medium Medium 

Stranger Low High 

 
 

2.3.3. Process Priority for the Starting Phase 

 
Priorities have been used for assigning the processes different levels of 
importance. A three-tier priority scheme has been used for classifying 
processes: 

1. High. Basically top runner processes, which cover the main movements 
of regular containers in every operation area of the terminal. Different 
container handling equipment has been selected in order to achieve a 
first approach as complete as possible. 
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2. Medium. Including runner, repeater and stranger processes that 
contribute to the basic understanding of the terminal operations adding 
extra features to the high priority. 

3. Low. Given to particularizations of runners and repeaters already 
included in the higher categories, as well as nearly all stranger processes 
in the terminal. 

 
It should be noted that a low priority in the starting stage of the project does not 
mean that the process is not important for the whole project of the standard 
terminal but it will be in later stages. While runner processes represent the core 
capabilities required for any terminal to be in business, stranger processes will 
become important in the last stage of the project, as they can be an important 
source competitive advantage allowing the terminal to stand out from their 
competitors. 
 
 

2.4. The Standard Definitions Set for the Terminal Operation 

 
The goal of this master thesis is to approach the concept of a standard 
automated terminal that can be implemented worldwide. In this section terminal 
operation, automation and standardization of processes come together. It 
includes defining a standard layout, standard equipment and standard control 
systems. Just the standard terms that are core for this research are explained 
here below.  
 
 

2.4.1. Operation Areas 

 
As a broad approach, distinctive areas can be considered to support the 
different operations performed within the generic terminal. Fig. 2.7 represents 
them graphically in a generic positioning scheme. 
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Fig. 2.7 Operation and transfer areas 
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The marine operations area comprises the processes involving ship load and 
discharge as well as the horizontal transportation traffic flows related to vessel 
activities. The yard operations area includes not only the containers’ stack but 
also its landside and waterside interactions with the transportation. The gate 
operations area is the zone where external transport enters and exits the 
terminal and the same applies for rail transport at the rail operations area.  
 
 

2.4.2. CHE (Container Handling Equipment) 

 
The CHE used in the terminal is differentiated between cranes, vehicles and 
other container handling equipment. 
 Cranes include the different cranes present in the terminal that can be 

automated or not including RMG, RTG and ship-to-shore cranes or QC (QC: 
Quay Crane). The RMG module used in this master thesis is explained in 
ANNEX D. 

 Vehicles can be external to the terminal as the road trucks or for internal 
terminal transport used in horizontal transportation. More information in 
ANNEX E. 

 Other CHE is the group that includes any other equipment not included in 
the other groups as for instance MTH, RS or fork lifter. 

 
 

2.4.3. Information: Data Items and Functions 

 
Within any process that takes place in the terminal there is a significant part that 
consists in collecting information or checking it. This information is uploaded in 
the course of the operation process to the relevant system in order to create a 
link between the current state of the process being performed and the terminal 
general operation. 
 
Information is gathered in the form of data items and these can vary from one 
terminal to another depending on local regulations, quality standards, company 
standards and other. The following data items in Table 2.4 are some examples 
that apply for the generic terminal and have a special importance for tracking 
the equipment. 
 
 

Table 2.4 Data items 

 

Data Item Description 

Container number 
Digits applied by the respective company are checked so as to 
enable the identification of any specific container and thus 
allowing following its process along the terminal. 

Container location 
All containers are tracked along the terminal from their entrance till 
their exit of the facilities. 

Weigh All containers must be weighed at entrance and exit of the 
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Data Item Description 

terminal for safety considerations. 

Load type 
Some processes need to update the system about the load of the 
container in order to give them special treatment when required. 

Hazardous placards 
Hazardous cargo, when handled, must be recognized and 
distinguished from the rest of the containers as depending on its 
type may need a different treatment. 

Seal check results 
Any loaded container entering the terminal needs to be checked to 
confirm that it remains sealed so its cargo has not been tampered. 
The same generally applies for containers leaving the terminal. 

Damage Inspection 
results 

All containers handled at the terminal must be in a good condition; 
therefore checks are done at entrance and exit of the terminal. 

Empty Inspection results 
Any empty container has additionally a check of the inside part to 
assure it is compliant with the cleaning rules and not damaged. 

Truck identification 
External vehicles must be identified when entering the terminal 
and also at their exit for safety reasons and process controlling. 

External driver’s personal 
identification 

Any personnel external to the terminal must be identified at the 
entrance, so must the truck drivers coming in and out the gates. 

Container handling 
equipment identification 

Any internal equipment is identified and thus allowing following its 
process along the terminal. 

Vehicle positioning 
All internal equipment has to be tracked when any action is being 
performed along the terminal for inventory and process 
management. 

 
 
The reasons why a specific data item is placed in a specific process are diverse 
and can be discussed. In the same way, the motives for placing a data item 
capture in the process and the way in which it is performed can vary for different 
terminals depending on many factors such as labour, technologies and 
systems. 
 
For process standardization, the information needed is a main factor to 
consider. Additionally, it directly implies several matching job functions or ICT 
systems to be defined. The process can significantly vary depending on the 
data required. However, if data items are standardized for the information 
required at any point of the terminal, it is easier to identify some of the activities 
to be performed in a specific process regarding the gathering, verification or 
release of data. It can be noted that each data item comes together with some 
functions that can be performed in many cases by labour job functions or ICT 
systems in an exchangeable situation as the same data item can be captured 
either by a person or a system. The choice has a large influence in the design 
and operations process. 
 
These data related activities are traditionally done manually by the workforce 
placed on-site. Lately, the trend has shifted towards automation and thus some 
operations need to be redesigned to place the correspondent ICT systems 
considering their technological requirements. In that case, labour generally 
takes care of the supervision of the process and verification of the information 
collected which can frequently be done remotely. The automation at this point 
improves the quality of the process resulting in faster operations, reducing 
errors as the data is automatically captured and manually double checked in 
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case of reaching a predefined probability of error and increasing safety and 
comfort as remote operations are less demanding in terms of physical work. 
 
 

2.4.4. ICT Systems 

 
Information and control systems are also presented in a general structure as 
shown in Fig. 2.8. This generic representation allows using the information 
concept in the different terminals for representing the data communication 
regardless the software and systems set up in place. 
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Fig. 2.8 Generic information systems organization 

 
 
The main aspects of the ICT systems defined are the following: 
 The TOS includes the logic and decision making functions keeping an 

updated database with information of the whole terminal. 
 Each operation areas has its corresponding sub-system: MS, YS, GS and 

RS. Additional sub-systems have been considered as the VS for managing 
the internal terminal transport and the M&RS for mechanic related functions. 
The function of these sub-systems is to receive work orders from the TOS, 
manage their execution, collect results and additional information and 
update the status back in the global database of the TOS. The information 
they manage is acquired by: 

 Sensors as lasers, light curtains or weight mats 

 Communication systems as sound and light alarms, displays, radio 
systems, cameras, tablet PCs and buttons 

 RFID readers, scanners and radiation portals 
 In order to introduce an extra level of detail in the automated yard, the ECS 

for the ASC (Automatic Stacking Crane) has been differentiated from the YS 
for controlling all crane related system actions. The YS manages therefore 
all yard information and control flows but the ASC ones that are managed by 
the ECS. 

 
As it can be observed, in the proposal made in this master thesis the employ of 
ICT systems is preferred over the physical job for the collection and checking 
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functions that can be derived from the data items required for the container 
terminal operation. That means some standard systems are anticipated as 
follows: 
 DGPS system for location for real time operation. 
 RFID system for identification and tracking. 
 OCR system for visual check out. 
 Communication systems for manage, deliver and access the information. 
 
 

2.4.5. Physical Jobs 

 
For all the data items presented in the former section there has to be performed 
a data collection and a checking, and thus several jobs are defined. 
 
In manual operations, those functions performed on-site, and the number of 
different jobs done by a same person depends mainly on the physical possibility 
for all of them to be located at the same place and time within a safe procedure. 
Some of those different physical jobs are: seal checker, reefer mechanic, 
remote operator, operations clerk, exception clerk, dock foreman, etc. Besides 
the job functions existing for information purposes, there are other job functions 
directly related to the main process actions taking part in the process: e.g. 
container handling equipment drivers (crane driver, vehicle driver and truck 
driver), lashers, pin men, etc. 
 
In automated container terminals, functions are expected to be carried out by 
equipment managed by ICT systems in a high degree. For the tracking 
functions, generally just the verification is to be manually done so the standard 
definition in terms of physical jobs makes use of just: 
 On-site operator system for location for real time operation. 
 Remote operator system for identification and tracking. 
 Truck and internal equipment driver. 
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CHAPTER 3. OPERATIONS RE-DESIGN FOR 
INTEGRATING TRACKING TECHNOLOGIES 

 
Gradual evolution from manned terminal operations to automated ones is a 
real concern for terminal operators nowadays. In general, in growing 
economies, where there is more than one terminal operator, the pioneering 
use of ICT systems can suppose a competitive advantage. This chapter 
presents a detailed study of an automated tracking system to be integrated in 
terminal operations as the first step for the standard automated terminal. For a 
detailed study, real data from the new semi-automated terminal of APM 
Terminals Virginia (see ANNEX F for more information) is used. 
 
 

3.1. Automated Terminal Technological Layout 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.1 Layout of an AGV terminal (schematic view) 
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Regarding technology, automation can take shape in terminal operations in 
different ways as presented in section 1.3.2 from unmanned equipment to 
higher integration of information systems supporting the operation. Fig. 3.1 is 
an aerial view of an automated container terminal. Automated vehicles are 
used for transportation in the exemplified terminal in combination with 
automatic gantry cranes. Besides, state-of-the-art real-time management 
information systems employed in many ports and terminals include [56]: 
 Transport management systems as for vessel traffic control, berth 

management, vessel load plans, cargo sequencing, etc. 
 Container management systems as gate processing, weighing, location 

tracking, real-time monitoring, equipment status and positioning, etc. 
 e-Commerce for web-based booking, tracking, appointments and billing. 
 Real-time global supply chain visibility with EDI (Electronic Data 

Interchange) used for data exchange for booking, cargo information, 
freight availability, customs, etc. 

 
In the following, the focus is on the container and equipment management 
systems by describing a tracking system scenario. 

3.2. Tracking System Scenario Description 

 
The tasks provided are schematized in Fig. 3.2. Container identification is 
wireless by means of RFID, OCR is used for visual identification and cross-
check, e-Seals are attached to the container RFID system, and DGPS based 
location devices are used in the vehicular modules of the port, together with a 
TOS managing all information. 
 
 

 

Fig. 3.2 Automated tracking system 
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The main components and functions can be described as follows. More 
details about the equipment and functioning of these technologies are given in 
ANNEX G for OCR, ANNEX H for RFID, ANNEX I e-seal, ANNEX J for DGPS 
and ANNEX K for EDI. 
 
 

3.2.2. DGPS based Location 

 
GPS receivers, also attached to the terminal vehicles, and enhanced with a 
network of fixed reference DGPS stations allow quite precise real time 
location of containers on the dock. This makes finding and moving containers 
a more efficient process. 
 
 

3.2.3. RFID based Container and Vehicle Identification 

 
Active RFID tags are attached to cranes and other equipment to track them as 
they move containers on and off ships, railcars or trucks. The RFID system 
tracks which docking equipment moved which container and when, enabling 
to determine a container status by tracking the equipment that transported it. 
Location sensors are installed to triangulate the tags and send data to the 
server over an Ethernet connection. 
 
A tamper-proof tag is also attached to each truck windshield, containing 
information about the external vehicle, its driver and the trucking company. 
Antennas installed at the terminal gates read each tag for identifying them at 
their arrival. 
 
Specific benefits include increases in productivity, decreases in defects and 
losses and increases in asset utilization. "RFID will allow commercial entities, 
customs agents and others to look at the same data about the location and 
status of a container," believes Neil Smith, an executive at global terminal 
operator Hutchison Port Holdings, "It gives a company shipping goods the 
ability to take control of its supply chain." [40]. 
 
 

3.2.4. e-Seal based Container Security Assessment 

 
Electronic seals are employed to secure loaded containers after x-raying 
them. The e-seal detects if the door is opened without authorization and also 
senses changes in light and temperature if a container is breached. The e-
seal communicates that information to the system during the next tag read. 
The same wireless receiver systems used for vehicle/driver identification can 
be shared for the electronic container seals. 
 
With increasing pressure to secure the ports and containerized shipments, 
together with the lack of sufficient personnel and time to thoroughly inspect 
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every container, e-Seals provide a means to reduce the burden on inspectors 
while still increasing security. 
 
 

3.2.5. OCR based Container Visual Check-Out 

 
OCR is used for container and truck automatic identification in portal and 
pedestal gate applications as well as crane applications. Since the container 
markings follow an ISO international standard, these solutions can be installed 
in any location worldwide. 
 
The benefits of OCR are that it basically provides an alternative way the 
operator can monitor the current status of the system and it can help in case 
of errors in the RFID solutions. Besides, many of the container verifications 
such as visual inspections, placards recognition, etc are also automated with 
this system. 
 
OCR solutions improve the terminal gate productivity and security by 
removing gate operators from the lanes, reducing the number of clerks that is 
needed to operate the lanes, and making the truck drivers remain in their 
trucks. Additional benefits are increase in the data accuracy, reduction of 
damage claims costs and eliminations of queues and road congestions at the 
terminal gates. 
 
 

3.2.6. Concerns with the Tracking Technologies 

 
Automatic identification and location technologies provide great benefits from 
an operational perspective evolving since 1970 to revolutionise the way 
people live and work [31]. A global investment is however required in devices, 
system installation and maintenance. 
 
Advancing technology is also emerging as a problem for today tracking 
enabling systems. For example, by the time a fleet of containers or other 
assets are tagged, it is not unlikely that a new generation of technology is 
available, making the existing systems obsolete. Compounding the problem is 
a lack of agreement and coordination between commercial and military 
shippers [20]. In this context, the main challenge in a global economy with 
regards to automated identification is the need for a universal standard 
technology that allow vendors developing compatible solutions assuring this 
way a global interoperability. 
 
In the previous sections numerous technologies associated with container 
terminal operations have been presented. The most accurate evaluation is to 
actually implement them and collect data during operations. This however is 
not always possible, neither recommended, due to the fact that some of these 
technologies are not mature enough. In any case their efficiency needs to be 
evaluated and difficulties, often non technical, overcome before an actual 
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implementation becomes feasible. For that reason, a gradual integration of 
automation is recommended starting with less critical processes having the 
lowest impact in real operations. This allows testing the concepts for 
assessing the expected performance and examining their feasibility prior to a 
full implementation in the whole terminal operation. 
 
 

3.3. Process Mapping: The Rail Operations Example 

 
It is interesting to study more in detail the scenario sketched. This can be 
done by analyzing a particular process where it can be observed how those 
technologies are put in place. The analysis in this master thesis is done using 
the standard methodology proposed in CHAPTER 2 and applied to a case 
study developed at APM Terminals, at the recent semi-automated terminal in 
Virginia, the U.S. (ANNEX F). Photos are performed on-site real practises. 
 
Waterside operations are the most critical for container terminals, as the 
berths and QCs are expensive resources. Landside transportation can be for 
containers arriving or leaving the terminal by trucks or by trains. In a terminal 
servicing rail, the testing of the automated tracking systems for rail operations 
out of regular business hours can be the best way of evaluation. Landside 
transportation of containers is a runner process which consideration is core for 
the business. It illustrates the procedure to process an import loaded 
container that will depart by train (Fig. 3.3). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.3 UTR (Utility Truck) transporting a loaded container for rail operations 

 
 
More concretely, the process depicts the horizontal transport from the yard 
into the RBA (Rail Buffer Area) being part of the rail operations as shown in 
Fig. 3.4. 
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Fig. 3.4 Process operations area 

 
 

3.3.2. Process Map 

 
The process LS horizontal transport loaded to rail - Case UTR begins right 
after the pick up of the container from the stack and lasts until the positioning 
in the delivery point at the RBA. The pick up and delivery themselves are 
included in separate processes from the yard and rail operations respectively. 
The process sequence in the same hierarchical level is: 
 Previous process: LS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-UTR 
 Next process: Rail load discharge container - Interaction RTG-UTR 
 
Additionally, this process makes use of the following sub-processes: 
 Damage inspection 
 Seal check 
 Genset number check 
 
Fig. 3.5 is the process map showing a general overview of the activities, 
sequence and actors involved in the container and information flow of the 
horizontal transportation of containers from the yard to the rail. 
 
After defining the process map, the discussion on the process is done with 
particular attention on explaining key activities and occurrences of great 
importance mainly about ICT systems implementation for identification and 
tracking information. In this case it includes a description on the information 
flows for communication and control systems as well as data capture systems. 
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Fig. 3.5 Process map: LS horizontal transport loaded to rail - Case UTR 3 

                                            
3
 Process map generated using iGrafx software. The results on this figure are shown as an example only, not based on actual projects. 
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RBA: Rail Buffer Area ; UTR: Utility Truck; VSD: Vehicle System Display; OCR: Optical Character Recognition; RFID: Radio Frequency Identification 
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3.3.3. Communication and Control Systems 

 
The TOS assigns an ITT (Internal Terminal Transport, that is an UTR in the 
exemplified case) and sends it a work instruction to bring a loaded container 
from the yard to a position inside the RBA. The VS accepts the work order that 
is displayed in the VSD and the ITT starts its execution. 
 
Controlling the entrance to the portals for accessing the RBA two traffic control 
systems are in place, one for the OCR portal and another for the radiation 
portal. In any case, the functioning is the following: 
 If the traffic light is green, the ITT driver can drive through the portal. 
 If the traffic light is red, the ITT driver has to wait until the light turns green 

before proceeding through the portal. 
 
The traffic light logic for the OCR portal is driven by loop detection located 
between the inbound RBA OCR portal and the inbound RBA customs radiation 
portal. 
 If any ITT is detected, the traffic light is red. 
 If no ITT is detected, the traffic turns green. 
 
A similar mechanism is employed in the traffic light logic located immediately 
before the customs radiation portal as follows: 
 Upon completed remote information verification, the inbound traffic light 

turns green and remains green until the ITT clears the exit loop. 
 After the loop is cleared, the traffic light turns red. 
 
 

3.3.4. Data Capture 

 
Data capture is an essential factor of any process involving the entrance or exit 
of a container in the terminal. That means the data capture methods employed 
strongly condition the processes where a container enters or leaves the terminal 
at the quay, gate and rail. 
 
Several information data items have to be gathered, checked and released 
during the development of these processes stated above. However, in most 
cases the sequence in which they are performed is not a limiting factor. Usually 
the only restriction is to have all required information updated in the system in 
order to complete the process. A more detailed description is done in the 
following for the case of the rail that is being analysed. 
 
A system for performing the identification and tracking of containers (and 
vehicles) is employed consisting in a combined use of technologies such us 
RFID, OCR and GPS. The evolution from the manual system towards the 
automated one is exposed below describing the main facts and issues arisen 
for the automatic identification. The final system consists of a portal where RFID 
and OCR readings are performed. 
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3.3.4.1. RFID System 

 
The RFID receptor for ITTs identification is located at the entrance and exit to 
the rail area. Fig. 3.6 shows the RFID antenna for vehicle identification.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.6 RFID reading 

 
The RFID system is not just used for internal vehicle identification but also used 
in processes for trucks coming from outside the terminal (see ANNEX L). 
 
 

3.3.4.2. OCR system 

 
Traditionally, identification functions were carried out manually. In the current 
operations, it is done by optical character recognition carried out in the RBA 
inbound OCR portal. The introduction of the portal however is gradually done in 
order to test different possibilities. 
 
First of all, a solution is implemented with 3 cameras for image capture and a 
support where the cameras are placed, but without a portal covering them. This 
causes problems with the quality of the images at night operations because of 
the lack of natural light in the captured area. A lighting system is then located in 
the supports in order to light each one of the areas to capture images (as shown 
in Fig. 3.7). 
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Fig. 3.7 Rail entrance from the yard (side and front views) 

 
 
The quality of the images with this solution in place is still very poor for a 
successful OCR reading in some cases mainly at night (see Fig. M.1) where it 
happens that the container number is misread or not read at all. 
 
Moreover, there are other issues arising with the changes in the angle of 
sunlight throughout the day. Again the quality of the images can be poor for a 
successful reading (see Fig. M.2). Even more, in some cases when the sun 
shines directly into the camera's iris it causes overexposure, what makes the 
cameras shutdown temporarily causing additional problems and some serious 
reliability issues. The final solution implemented consists in a complete OCR 
portal equipped with a total of 5 cameras for getting all container sides: front, 
back, top, left and right. 
 
Creating a portal allows to better control the light 24 hours a day no matter what 
the lighting conditions outside in the environment are. The building removes 
most of the light variability that would be faced in the natural environment. The 
result is appropriate for a successful OCR reading of images as the ones shown 
in Fig. 3.8 where it is possible to observe the achieved quality improvements. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.8 Image captures with OCR portal: front, back, top, left and right 
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In any case, the driver must maintain a speed of at least 8Km/h throughout the 
entire portal passage for capturing valid images. In this point, the problem 
arises when there are too many ITTs operating at the same time as traffic jams 
can be produced. The issue is that the RFID reading done at the entrance can 
be not aligned with the images captured producing a mismatch in the container 
information stored in the system. In that case, the images have to be matched 
manually in an additional procedure. Fig. 3.9 shows a congested situation, 
without and with the OCR portal, which can cause this mismatch problem if it is 
not treated properly. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.9 Possible data mismatch because of traffic jam 

 
 
Therefore, a controlling mechanism has to be in place so there are no vehicles 
blocking the exit of the portals and the next vehicle coming is able to comply 
with the minimum speed required for a correct image capture through the 
passage. The traffic light system explained above is introduced for this purpose 
solving the previous issue. It can additionally be complemented with security 
bars closing the entrance, at the same time the traffic light turns on red, when 
the portal exit is congested. Other enhancements can be the placement of 
signs, as the ones in Fig. 3.10, in a visible location giving the drivers information 
on the speed limit. 
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Fig. 3.10 Traffic lights and visual signs for access and speed control to the 
portal 

 

3.3.5. Data Processing 

 
With a successful portal passage the following items are captured: 
 Images of the container: top, front, back, left side and right sides. 
 RFID number of the UTR. 
 
However, sometimes an on-site check has still to be performed when the data is 
not clearly readable. For the on-site operator a portable solution, consisting for 
example in a software application and tablet PC as shown in Fig. 3.11, is 
provided in order to update the system with the required data. Nevertheless, 
this on-site manual operation is now required just in exceptional situations. In 
any case, the benefits are observed in increased safety conditions as well as 
faster and more reliable data captures, among others. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.11 Tablet PC employed on-site for data updates 
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The data captured can be used for several purposes, such as the container 
number capture, damage inspection, seal verification, hazardous placards 
identification and genset recognition. 

3.3.5.2. Automatic container identification 

 
Previously to the OCR system implementation, container numbers had to be 
read manually by an operator on-site. Automatic identification of the container 
can be performed by reading its container number in the image, located on the 
right top corner of the container (see Fig. 3.12). Remote verification functions 
are still recommended. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.12 Container numbers 

 
 

3.3.5.3. Remote damage inspection 

 
Traditionally this function was manually performed by an operator placed on-site 
and making use of a mirror to visually check possible damages and update the 
results of the inspection (Fig. 3.13). 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.13 Manual damage inspection 
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The possibility of using the images captured for the OCR reading can also 
enhance this process by turning it into a remote operation with considerable 
safety and conformability improvements. Now, a damage inspection is 
automatically triggered to a remote operator immediately after a container 
passage through the portal. During the remote inspection (Fig. 3.14) the 
operator zooms in and out the images captured in the portals to check any 
damage in the container, as holes for example. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.14 Remote damage inspection 

 
 

3.3.5.4. Remote seal check 

 
Seal check is done for loaded containers. The presence of the seals (Fig. 3.15) 
could be detected remotely using the images captured. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.15 Seal locking container doors 
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Nevertheless, up to now, the reading of the seal number requires physical 
access to the container doors as OCR reading is not possible for such small 
characters. Hence, in this case, still an on-site operator is required. Fig. 3.16 
shows the manual seal check performed at the gate and the rail, from the top to 
the bottom of the image. 
 
The use of e-seals could improve this process. However, this seals based on 
RFID technology are in a very early stage so more tests are required in order to 
verify the correct functioning and find out its advantages. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.16 Seal check at the rail and gate 

 
 
In order to perform the seal check in the rail operations, that use UTR-BC with 
cassette for carrying the containers, the ITT should stop completely and lower 
the cassette to the ground. Then, the on-site operator can proceed to read the 
seals locking the container doors. For safety reasons, this should remain until 
explicit confirmation of the reading completion. 
 
With the same purpose of making easier the reading of the seals in operations 
with cassette, containers are requested to be placed always with the doors in 
the back of the translifter, looking at the external side. Besides, 20-feet 
containers should be placed completely in the back as otherwise the reading 
can even require climbing to the cassette which is an unnecessary danger. The 
following Fig. 3.17 represents graphically this information. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.17 Container safe positioning in a cassette 
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3.3.5.5. Automatic verification and denotation of hazardous 
placards 

 
This is required for containers with hazardous cargo, which have to be denoted 
with one or more hazardous placards (Fig. 3.18) in pre-defined positions 
highlighting the type of cargo in order to differentiate its handling and storage. In 
the captured images, hazardous placards that might be present, can be 
automatically verified and denoted whether they are placed in the right position. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.18 Hazardous placards 

 
 

3.3.5.6. Automatic genset identification 

 
For automatically capture the genset number for reefer containers with power 
generator. Reefer containers entering the terminal by landside are equipped 
with a genset as in Fig. 3.19. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.19 Reefer container 
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The genset number is captured and registered in the system. OCR can be used 
for this mean if the number is easily readable from the images and then just a 
verification function would be required. However, up to now in most cases a 
checker is required for registering the number because the genset is facing the 
UTR cabin and then difficult to read. 
 
 

3.3.6. Other Systems and Considerations 

 
The transition towards more automated functions can be temporary undertaken 
implementing two potential operating modes for data capture that can be 
employed depending on the volume: 
 All In One solution. In this case all data capture and verification is performed 

on a laptop by a clerk in the RBA lanes. A complete application is used in 
the tablet PC of the on-site clerk in order to capture and/or verify seals, 
hazardous placards, and genset and container number. 

 Seal Checker/Remote Clerk Verification solution. In this case only the seal 
check occurs at a location outside at the RBA and all other verification 
functions are performed remotely. An AGS Operator Console work item is 
queued for a remote clerk located in the TOB (Terminal Operations 
Building). The work item includes remote verification for hazardous placards, 
genset and container number. 

 
Finally, apart from the systems mentioned above, additional systems are in 
place automating the rest of data capture activities. Examples of these are the 
weighting and the radiation scan. There is a similar process that is the empty 
inspection. Extended description is provided in ANNEX N. 
 
 

3.3.7. Risks in the Operation Process 

 
Risk register is an important measure in real operation for detecting possible 
issues and developing standard handling procedures in case they appear better 
if it is done before they actually fire out. A simple risk register practice can be to 
take note of every issue or unusual situation found and create a periodical 
reporting system. The person in charge of analyzing the risks can then start by 
describing them, clarifying the responsible actors and the handling procedures, 
realizing their frequency of appearance and under what circumstances as well 
as their effects, and depending on their importance, developing proactive plans 
for reducing their effects or preventing them as much as possible. 
 
For the rail operations described in this section, it has been observed that there 
is a big importance on the risks present in the real process due to human 
factors which consequences and management certainly differ from the 
technological issues that can appear in the process. A list with some of the risks 
is presented in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Horizontal transport rail operation risk evaluation 

 

Risk description Actor 

RFID reader failure RS 

Scale failure RS 

OCR failure RS 

Camera failure at pedestal RS 

Camera failure at t-bar - empty inspection RS 

Portal failure RS 

System failure TOS 

Damaged portal Labour 

EDI error on inbound rail stowage RS 

Labour not working efficiently Labour 

Labour refuses to work Labour 

DGPS failure – satellite VS 

DGPS failure – local equipment VS 

 
 
Considering several risks factors, by average the highest risk are labour issues 
mainly because of their severity affecting not just one department but usually 
the whole terminal and delectability difficulties that can last even weeks. 
 
Nevertheless, other risks as systems and technological problems should also 
be carefully considered. Starting by the ones with higher risk they can be 
mentioned: entire portal failures due to technical issues or damages caused by 
the ITT drivers, information system failures, individual components failures as 
RFID failures including reader or antenna issues, OCR failures, camera failures, 
DGPS failures due to local equipment or satellite issues, etc. All of them share a 
local character and rapid detection causing temporary issues mainly causing 
traffic redirection. 
 
Considering several risks factors, by average the highest risk are labour issues 
mainly because of their severity affecting not just one department but usually 
the whole terminal and delectability difficulties that can last even weeks. 
Nevertheless, other risks as systems and technological problems should also 
be carefully considered. Starting by the ones with higher risk they can be 
mentioned: entire portal failures due to technical issues or damages caused by 
the ITT drivers, information system failures, individual components failures as 
RFID failures including reader or antenna issues, OCR failures, camera failures, 
DGPS failures due to local equipment or satellite issues, etc. All of them share a 
local character and rapid detection causing temporary issues mainly causing 
traffic redirection. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
 
This chapter compiles the results and points out the first implications of 
automating the container tracking in the operation process by applying the 
model developed for this purpose. Tests for building and evaluating the model 
use the data and experiences gathered at APM Terminals Virginia (ANNEX F). 
 
 

4.1. Automation Integration in Operation Process 

 
The process presented in detail, out of the several processes studied in the 
case, shows that the migration towards automated operations is frequently done 
in several phases. Generic scenarios are described following the research and 
the practical case study. Table 4.1 relates the data items previously described 
in Table 2.4 with the capture methods employed in the different scenarios in 
which this project has evolved. Scenario C describes the manual intervention 
for data capture before the migration, usually present in traditional terminals. 
Scenario B is an intermediate phase where still some functions are being tested 
and subject to improvements. Scenario A generalizes the use of complete 
automated tracking solutions and, after measuring improvements, could be 
proposed for implementation in future migrations towards automated operation. 
 
 

Table 4.1 Data items capture generic scenarios 

 

Data Item 

Data Capture Method – Generic Scenarios 

Scenario A: 

Fully automated 

Scenario B: 

Semi automated 

Scenario C: 

Manual 

Container 
number 

OCR reading with portal, 5 
cameras, lighting, traffic and 
speed control systems. (1) 

OCR reading without portal, 
3 cameras. Lighting, traffic 
and speed control systems 
installed gradually for 
problem solving. (2) 

On-site operator with 
manual intervention. Tablet 
PC and local software 
application can be used for 
data update in the TOS. (3) 

Container 
location 

RFID readers and tags in 
every internal transport and 
road truck together with 
DGPS system. 

RFID readers and tags in 
every internal transport and 
increasingly for road trucks 
together with DGPS. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). Very 
difficult to track. 

Weigh 
Scale automatically 
updating the system. 

Scale updating the system 
with manual double 
checking of the information. 

Scale giving the weight and 
on-site operator updating 
the system manually. 

Load type 
OCR reading as in (1) and 
appointment information. 

OCR images capture as in 
(2) and appointment 
information, when available. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). 

Hazardous 
placards 

OCR reading as in (1) and 
appointment information. 

OCR images capture as in 
(2) and appointment 
information, when available. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). 

Seal check 
results 

e-seal RFID based system 
for seal presence and 
status identification. 

OCR images capture as in 
(2) for seal detection by 
images analysis. On-site 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). 
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Data Item 

Data Capture Method – Generic Scenarios 

Scenario A: 

Fully automated 

Scenario B: 

Semi automated 

Scenario C: 

Manual 

operator with manual 
intervention as in (3) 
required for seal check. 

Damage 
Inspection 
results 

OCR images capture as in 
(1) and remote operator 
inspecting by zooming. 

OCR images capture as in 
(2) and remote operator 
inspecting by zooming. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). Need 
of mirrors to check the top. 

Empty 
Inspection 
results 

Video capture and remote 
operator inspecting by 
zooming. 

Video capture and remote 
operator inspecting by 
zooming. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). 

Truck 
identification 

RFID readers and tags in 
road trucks and 
appointment information. 

RFID readers and tags 
increasingly for road trucks 
and appointment 
information, when available. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). 

External 
driver’s 
personal 
identification 

RFID readers and tags in 
road trucks and 
appointment information. 
Personal badges. 

RFID readers and tags 
increasingly for road trucks 
and appointment 
information, when available. 
Personal badges. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). 

Equipment 
identification 

RFID readers and tags in 
every internal transport. 

RFID readers and tags in 
every internal transport. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3).  

Vehicle 
positioning 

RFID readers and tags in 
every internal transport 
together with DGPS 
system. 

RFID readers and tags in 
every internal transport 
together with DGPS 
system. 

On-site operator manual 
intervention as in (3). Very 
difficult to track. 

 
 
Table 4.2 presents a qualitative comparison for some main quality indicators in 
the different scenarios described in Table 4.1. The table shows the degree in 
which the technologies influence efficiency, reliability, safety and comfort. Note 
that in scenario C, the tracking technologies are not used but the data capture is 
done manually. It is based on on-field observations and knowledge acquired in 
contact with the experts at the headquarters and along the container terminal. 
 
 

Table 4.2 Qualitative analysis of data capture systems 

 

Data capture system Efficiency Reliability Safety Comfort 

 A B C A B C A B C A B C 

RFID ++ + -- ++ + - ++ + - ++ + - 

OCR ++ ++ - ++ + 0 ++ ++ - ++ + - 

video ++ ++ - ++ ++ 0 ++ ++ -- ++ ++ -- 

DGPS ++ ++ -- + + -- ++ ++ 0 ++ ++ 0 

 
 
To sum up, the technologies for data capture, in comparison with the manual 
procedures, can bring faster and more reliable operations, introducing the 
possibility to have real time data that manually is not always feasible to get. 
Additionally, a safer and more comfortable environment for the operators is also 

Relative benefits of the automated scenarios (A, B) when compared with the traditional scenario (C). 
Qualitative evaluation values: very high (++), high (+), normal (0), low (-), very low (--) 
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fostering automation trends so that as much operations as possible can be 
remotely done and just some exceptional situations are performed on the field. 
 
 

4.2. Evaluation of the Model Developed 

 
The proposed methodology and process modelling has been validated by two 
approaches: a qualitative assessment and an experts’ evaluation. 
 
 

4.2.1. Qualitative validation 

 
A qualitative evaluation should be divided in three dimensions [45] [41]: 
 
 Conceptual validation: providing explanation for the representation of the 

system structure and behaviour represented in the model. 
 

The model proposed is not such a new concept itself, as it is composed by a 
process map and a short discussion (CHAPTER 2), but it introduces a 
standardized way of presenting the information. The use of process maps in 
terminal processes is still not mature enough for an effective communication. 
There is a lack of common practises between terminals even in the same 
company, what causes confusion and complications in reaching a correct 
understanding therefore making difficult their global application. Here, a 
complete list of terminal processes for universal application, rules for their 
mapping, standard layout, symbols and terms are defined to be used in a 
consistent and unambiguous manner. Still some issues concerning the time 
depiction remain susceptible to improvements with the model developed. 

 
 Operational validation: demonstrating that the model output meets the 

performance standards required for the model purpose. 
 

The modelled system behaviour has been proved to correspond to the 
observed behaviour of the real system (CHAPTER 3), what means the 
model could be an adequate representation of the terminal operation. 
Nevertheless, this is just a first step in the final assessment [30]. Not only 
more processes need to be validated but also more terminals should be 
considered to be able to compare results and draw more accurate 
conclusions on them. 

 
 Data validation: ensuring that the data used for model building and model 

evaluation are adequate and correct. 
 

The model has been created based on the knowledge acquired from 
literature, together with an analysis of the practises in place for process 
description in terminal operation. This combined approach seems a 
balanced method with practical application. Improvements have been done 
by means of an iterative process in the definition and application phases. 
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However, the relative scarcity of automated container terminals places limits 
on model testability. Despite of this, the selected case study is suitable in 
terms of the data that can be accessed because of the novelty of the case. 
The data used is adequate and correct as it is taken out of one of the first 
terminals migrating to automated processes (ANNEX F). 

 

4.2.2. External Validation and Survey Results 

 
Apart from the critical personal evaluation in the previous sections, external 
opinions are useful to confirm the results in a more objective manner. For that 
purpose a survey (see ANNEX O) is developed including questions on the 
different parts of the model: process map, discussion and template document. 
 
To validate the clearness and applicability of the model a set of process models 
of different hierarchical categories (meaning particular processes and sub-
processes with different degree of complexity) is picked up and delivered. 
Personal interviews are scheduled and conducted with the participants to 
answer the questions and compile their impression, concerns and ideas. 15 
participants are selected including users and professionals with different 
experience in the sector from APM Terminals corporate headquarters, the semi-
automated container terminal in Virginia and the technical university. The 
results are in Table 4.3 showing that the work developed is in the right line. 
 
 

Table 4.3 Model qualitative evaluation 

 

Presented Example Process Reliability Clarity Usability 

LS horizontal transport loaded to rail - Case UTR ++ + ++ 

LS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-UTR + + + 

WS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-ShC + - - 

 
 
In general, the process models are seen as a complete package for describing 
operation processes when including diagrams, narrative and pictures. They are 
proved to show enough degree of accuracy and detail describing the process 
performance and the automated functions. People are satisfied with the result 
and believe both new projects and existing terminals will benefit from this work. 
Previous efforts produced a predecessor set of drawings, but this work is seen 
as much clearer, better organized and updated. Main observations are: 
 The process maps by their nature can obfuscate the flow when parallel 

sequence are described. The same occurs with the outcomes of actions. 
 The process discussion is helpful to understand the process principally to 

the people with less operational experience. It should be short for operators. 
 Human interactions with technological systems are hard to capture with 

single pictures and words. Direct observation could improve the clarity. 
 Process hierarchy is not clear enough for several people. 
 Notation and terms definition could be improved, as some terms (e.g. RMG, 

ASC or job descriptions) can mislead the reader. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Taking into account the recent evolution towards automation in container 
terminal operations, this master thesis began with the identification of the need 
for a terminal operator to standardize its operation processes. The work 
developed links business analysis, IT systems and process modelling to 
achieve a better operation knowledge management. Based on that, the purpose 
of this research has been satisfied by: 
 
(1) Giving an overview about the container terminals industry and possibilities of 
automating operations. Special interest has been identified in the ICT solutions 
integration for tracking purposes and a scenario has been described and put in 
place.  
 
(2) Proposing a methodology to describe processes in a relatively standard 
manner, so that these methods can be globally applicable. A list of terminal 
operation processes has been created and a model developed for their 
analysis. The modelling is tackled by means of process maps complemented by 
discussions of the key points, mainly about the integration of technological 
systems for process automation.  
 
(3) Approaching the automation following the proposed model. A number of 
processes with special interest for the automated operations have been 
analyzed. In the end, a personal and external evaluation of both the automation 
of traditional terminals operation and the container terminal operation model 
developed has been conducted and the results presented. 
 
 

Considerations for Migration to Automated Tracking 

 
The operation of a container terminal has been examined in detail following a 
line of investigation that combines documentation and literature review with 
practical observation. Out of the broad range of technologies available in an 
automated container terminal, the focus has been on emerging ICT solutions 
allowing automated inventory tracking. Identification, location and 
communication technologies have been pointed out such as OCR, RFID, e-seal 
and DGPS. A theoretical scenario has been presented to demonstrate their 
possible applications. 
 
Experience in this master thesis agrees with the plan-do-check-act process [5]. 
Prior to the actual implementation, the innovations (sometimes just some 
adaptations) are applied just in one process and the expected behaviour is 
validated. If the results are satisfactory the improved process can be considered 
as a guideline for a local implementation in similar processes along the terminal. 
Again the results are tested considering the influence in the whole terminal 
performance and if changes certainly improve the operation in a cost-effective 
basis it could then be considered a standard for global implementation in other 
existing and new built terminals worldwide. 
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It has been noticed that automation can improve customer service by providing 
a better inventory management providing reliable data with real time tracking of 
containers along the terminal, and improved terminal security e.g. with a better 
controlled external access to the facilities. There is an additional value in the 
safety increase for terminal operators, eventually moving them off the terminal 
field, and allowing them to complete their work from a safer remote location by 
using the video and photo captures. 
 
 

Environmental Assessment 

 
The integration of ICT solutions in container terminal operation implies 
introducing a number of active electronic devices such as antennas, cameras, 
computers and network elements for signal emission, reception, transmission 
and processing. This essentially means higher electricity consumption. 
 
Equipment, cabling and portals, when needed to be built, are installed in the 
existing facilities with a very low visual impact. Besides, with terminal operation 
automation, resources and time are optimized. For that reason, building new 
automated terminals has a lower environmental impact than the traditional 
ones. More specifically, automated terminals: 
 Minimize the land required for the terminal construction permitting e.g. 

optimized storing space and safety distance. 
 Reduce the impact on the ecosystem. 
 Improve the impact on traffic as e.g. faster and more secure gate operations 

can be achieved. 
 Shorten operation processes duration allowing a longer equipment life, lower 

noise and consumption. 
 
Regarding human health no effects are foreseen from terminal automation. 
Some levels of RF fields could have an effect in health, but not for those used in 
the terminal. In addition, container terminals are located in ports, far enough 
from residential areas and not expected to interfere with them, not even in the 
future. For terminal workers, safety benefits are much greater and a more 
comfortable work condition is established with an automated facility. Most 
actions are to be remotely performed, not affected by the extreme weather 
conditions in terminal environments and physical risk that exists when the work 
has to be manually performed on-field as in traditional operation. 
 
 

Standardization Methodology Assessment 

 
The methodology proposed for terminal modelling has proven to be useful, 
reasonable and a good starting point for further development. Setting standards 
for terminal operations is not an obvious task, mainly because there is big 
number of differences between terminals in terms of geographical location, land 
availability, labour cost, political stability and security conditions, regulations and 
business decisions. However, there are still some aspects of the operations that 
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can be standardized, such as the definition of a standard layout, standard 
equipment and standard control systems operating the terminal. Under these 
circumstances, operation processes including the interfaces with technological 
systems can be modelled and their output tested for a standard consideration. 
Knowledge acquired from literature and observation of real practice has been 
really helpful to model the different processes, and to detect inaccuracies or 
potential improvements in the modelling. 
 
The setting of the standard framework and the development of a list of standard 
processes is a mandatory step in order to approach the process modelling in a 
coherent and consistent manner. The classification of those processes and the 
evaluation of their priority for the master thesis objectives and overall project 
purpose, help to define upcoming milestones in terms of key processes to be 
studied for getting new results. The analysis of processes where comparisons 
can be done in terms of e.g. similar operations in different areas helps to derive 
common aspects that can be subject to standardization. The final evaluation 
has been very positive to look for possible next steps.  
 
For processes modelling, graphical representations can greatly assist the 
operation description and understanding in the effective way. However, care 
should be taken when complex processes are considered as too many details 
for performance accuracy can lower down process clarity. The classification of 
processes in a hierarchy, where more details are given in processes belonging 
to deeper hierarchical levels, seems appropriate for that purpose. However, it is 
important to clearly define inputs and outputs of each process. Anyway, the 
process maps seem to be very valuable in the (re)design of new facilities. 
These maps will be very valuable in recognizing a working standard solution 
that can be evolved to suit geographic preferences. 
 
However, just some processes in the standard list developed have been 
modelled, so there is a need to complete the remaining ones. Still, performing 
the study over a single container terminal does not seem enough to set the 
model as a standard, so a need is identified to validate it in other environments, 
as far as it becomes possible with the implementation of further automated 
facilities. 
 
 

Areas of Further Research 

 
Further experience and analysis need to be performed in order to set a 
standard pattern to follow when integrating automated tracking systems in 
container terminals. Application cases on real environments are useful to find 
out the difficulties that this migration has in reality. Technical complications 
include for instance the problems with the light when performing the OCR 
reading. Regarding the human-technology interaction, it is not an easy task to 
present the advantages of the automated situation to the operators, and change 
their traditional behaviour and they should be undertaken with clear procedures. 
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Both the methodology and the process model have proven to be useful, but 
they have just provided a strong starting point for further development in the 
automated container terminal operation standardization process. Nevertheless, 
there have been identified some areas that could enhance the proposed 
solution. These are separated in groups below. 
 
Regarding the process maps it would be useful to: 
 Find out an effective way to state to some extent the time length for the 

different actions for clarity reasons and so that it would be possible to 
identify possible efficiency enhancements in long duration tasks. 

 Improve the sequence description for simultaneous actions. 
 Investigate the possibility of using colours, bold, highlights or other 

formatting tools to differentiate both task length and sequence.  
 Explore the possible use of interactive animations or video to more clearly 

illustrate most difficult parts such us the human interactions with 
technological systems or the sequence of the process. However packaging 
the video with the document requires a multimedia presentation for the 
process model. So maybe a first step could be just the use of images and/or 
sequential annotations when a hardcopy is the media available. 

 Look more in the ways and benefits of including the output for each action, 
so that every step is completely clear and interfaces unambiguous. 

 
Regarding the process discussion it could be interesting, mainly for beginners, 
to briefly introduce the global operation of the container terminal explaining at a 
high level the overall workflow. 
 
As already explained, regarding the standardization process it would be 
recommendable to refine the methodology and extend the application to a 
larger number of processes and to different terminals. 
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ANNEX A. CONTAINER TERMINAL AUTOMATION 
 

In this annex, some additional examples and visual information is included 

about automated container terminals around the world. 

 

 

First Implementations: The AGV-RMG Model 
 
The first implementations of automated terminals have followed the AGV-RMG 
model. The pioneering role in automation is played by the Rotterdam based 
operator ECT, which established the first automated container terminal in 1993 
(Fig. A.1). Container transport from the quay cranes to the stacks is fully 
automated, using unmanned AGVs, which find their way to the destination by 
radio waves and can be tracked by GPS. Each RMG stack module is equipped 
with a single ASC operating 1-over-3 or 1-over-4 stacks (the original design was 
based on 1-over-1 high). The automated terminal operation is supported by an 
integrated software system. The yearly volume is around 3.5 million containers 
[38]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. A.1 ECT Delta (1993) automated terminal in Rotterdam 

 
 
CTA commenced the operation of its automated terminal in Hamburg in 2002 
(Fig. A.2) currently reaching yearly volumes of around 1.4 million containers. In 
the berth, this terminal is equipped with semi-automated cross twin ASC. In this 
configuration the RMG stack modules operate with 2 trolleys, consisting of two 
independent ASC, so that waterside and landside can be served 
simultaneously. The main trolley (with operator) moves containers between ship 
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and a lashing platform. A second fully automated trolley handles the boxes 
between lashing platform and the AGV. Due to their different sizes, both cranes 
are able to cross each other and can work simultaneously over the entire block 
[7]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. A.2 CTA (2002) automated terminal in Hamburg 

 
 
Since then, terminal automation continues evolving and ports and operators 
around the world consider and implement new challenging technological 
projects. In the 2nd half 2008, ECT has started operations of its new automated 
terminal Euromax (Fig. A.3), one of the most sophisticated container handling 
centres in the world operating with AGVs and RMG modules with twin-ASC. It 
has actual capacity 2.3 million TEU planned to be extended up to 5 million. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. A.3 ECT Euromax (2008) automated terminal in Rotterdam 
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Recent Alternatives: the Automated SC Model 
 
Technologies are in a continual evolution under research and testing. Other 
possibilities as automated ShC were developed to make up for the weak points 
of automated guided vehicles [35]. As an automatic ShC has its own lifting 
mechanism, it can operate independently when exchanging containers and so 
productivity could be increased. Thus, the interfaces between the automated 
vehicle and the RMG or QC are simplified, avoiding waiting periods at transfer 
points. The SC is a higher, but slower, version of the ShC that is used 
extensively for stacking containers instead of for just transferring them around 
the terminal. 
 
These kinds of developments allow different solutions to be considered 
nowadays apart from the possibilities that the AGV-RMG model presents. In 
automated an SC model, unmanned straddle carrier are responsible for moving 
containers from the quay, stacking them in holding yards and loading them onto 
vehicles. The navigational system combines microwave technology radar, 
inertia sensors, DGPS and machinery encoders to maintain high system 
integrity. The design allows the automated SC to be introduced in any size 
terminal worldwide, without the need and limitations of hard wiring or 
underground sensors, which is itself a major milestone in automation 
technology. AGV travel is normally controlled over a specific route, using 
underground or other fixed sensors to manage the traffic routing. Additionally, 
the greater number of AGVs employed sometimes to minimize waiting times 
can have repercussions in traffic. 
 
The automated SC model is already in place at the large-scale Patrick 
Corporation’s Fisherman Islands’ facility in Brisbane, Australia (Fig. A.4) over 
three fully operating berths since December 2005. The terminal handled over 
400,000 TEU during the first year of operations. The first commercial moves 
were undertaken with 5 automated straddle carriers at Berth 7 of Fisherman’s 
Island in 2002 [37]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. A.4 Figure 3-8 Automated SC terminal in Brisbane 
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Other Considerations: the Automated ShC-RMG Model 
 
Twin lift operations can be directly operated in the AGV-RMG model, just by 
employing an AGV able to transfer not just single 20-foot to 45-foot containers 
but also two 20-foot containers at the same time (see Fig. A.5) either to the QC 
or the RMG, ready for twin lift. This capability of the AGV supposes an 
advantage over the conventional SC operation. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. A.5 Figure 3-9 AGV carrying two 20-foot containers 

 
 
Trying to cope with this, the automated ShC-RMG model is designed to allow 
pre-positioning of compatible twins, ready for collection with twin lift automated 
ShC spreaders at the exchange point [36]. 
 
Although using a partly automated solution just for the stacking, the two new 
RMG modules at Antwerp Gateway on Deurganckdok (Belgium) supplement 
the existing container stack area (see Fig. A.6). The terminal began service in 
2005 operating with straddle carriers 1-over-3 containers. In each RMG module, 
two ASC cranes work simultaneously in 1-over-5 stacks. To increase stack 
capacity and boost productivity, DP World plans to gradually change their 
operation from straddle carriers to ASCs and to also implement ASCs in the 
upcoming terminal expansion. [39]. 
 
In this combined model SC-RMG, once the SC has exactly positioned the 
container in the interchange zone of the ASC, the stacking crane, in fully 
automatic mode, picks it up and places it in a slot pre-defined by the TOS in the 
container stack. The reverse sequence is followed for stack-to-quay transport. 
For landside container transfer from stack to trucks and vice versa, the ASC on 
the landside, transports the container in fully automatic mode, while the 
interaction is semi-automatic helped by a camera system. 
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Fig. A.6 Antwerp Gateway (2005) semi automated terminal in Belgium 

 

 

More Examples of Existing Terminals 
 

A couple of semi-automated terminals can be seen Fig. A.7, those are Uniport, 

Rotterdam and Wan-Hai Line, Tokyo. These terminals have installed manned 

trucks and automated cantilever RMGs with automated crane and trolley 

movements. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. A.7 Uniport terminal (left) and collage pictures from Wan-Hai Line terminal 
(right) 

 

 

In Fig. A.8, automated yard cranes and manned vehicles travelling into yard 

stack can be shown, both with automated crane and trolley movements. On the 

left, an example from Pasir Panjang, Singapore, which uses manned trucks and 

automated over head bridge cranes, On the right, a picture from HIT (terminal 

6&7), Hong Kong, with manned trucks and automated cantilever RMGs. 
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Fig. A.8 Pasir Panjang terminal (left) and HIT terminal (right) 

 

 

In Fig. A.9, some other state-of-the-art automation examples can be observed 

regarding yard cranes serving the vehicles at the stacks end. On the left, 

automated guided vehicles and fully automated overhead bridge cranes from 

the Gottwald Pilot plant of HesseNordNatie, Antwerp. On the right, they are 

shown some Automated Guided Vehicles and fully automated RMGs , from 

Altenwerder terminal, Hamburg. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. A.9 HNN Antwerp Gottwald Pilot plant (left) and HHLA CTA terminal (right) 
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Other examples from yard cranes serving the vehicles at the stacks end (Fig. 

A.10). On the left, manned trucks and automated RMGs with automatic crane 

and trolley movements from London Thames Port. On the right, Automated 

Guided Vehicles and fully automated RMGs in DMU ECT, Rotterdam. 

 

 
 

Fig. A.10 London Thames Port (left) and DMU ECT terminal (right) 

 

Finally, Fig. A.11 shows examples of transportation equipment to unmanned 

yard. On the left, it can be seen a draft of an Automated Straddle Carrier (1+1 

high). Kalmer is currently testing this kind of equipment at Patrick Terminal in 

Brisbane, while Gottwald is doing the same in labs. On the right, it can be seen 

a draft of the new generation AGVs at CTA and at ECT, which are designed to 

perform a maximum speed of 20Km/h and are considered very reliable. 

 

 
 

Fig. A.11 AGVs and draft models of carriers from Gottwald (left), and 
Automated (1+1) Straddle Carriers from Kalmar (right) 
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ANNEX B. PROCESS MODEL TEMPLATE 
 

 

 

Process is a series of activities that have to be carried out by actors to reach a common goal. In 

the container terminal it can be a physical process or a control process. Both, physical and 

control flows, will be included in the representation of the process in the form of process maps. 

 

PROCESS MAP 

General Information 

A general description of the process represented in the map is included as an overview. 

Positioning 

The process under study is positioned in the general map of the terminal by the information 

provided in the Process, Operations Area and Main Process fields of the table at the heading of 

the document and a graphical representation locating the process in the Figure 1-1. 

Marine

Operations

Gate

Operations

Yard

Operations

WS LS
Stack

Rail

Operations

 

Figure 1-1 Process operations area 

 

PROCESS: <process_name> 

Document Version Author Reviser Date 

Template v_12 Virginia Oya Cornelis Versteegt 14.08.2008 

 

Operations Area Main Process Process Type Status Contact Info 

Marine  

<main_process> 
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Additionally in this section a list of sub-processes is included for the right understanding of the 

sequence of sub-processes. 

Process Map 

A graphical representation of the process in the form of a process map is included in this 

section. iGrafx software is used for creating an integrated framework that provides the process 

analysis capabilities required by different groups, while ensuring a level of process consistency, 

management, history and control across the enterprise (iGrafx, 2008). 

 

PROCESS DISCUSSION 

Comments 

An overview of the process represented in the map is given in the first section. This section 

gives some comments when needed to clarify the parts that are difficult to express just 

graphically. 

Outstanding events 

Special attention is paid on explaining key activities and occurrences of great importance. 

Risks 

There is an emphasis on the risks present in the actual process indicating their probability of 

occurrence, consequences and management. 

Exceptions 

Exceptions to the general process mapped are mentioned if existing. 

 

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

List of relevant terms, abbreviations and acronyms. 
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ANNEX C. PROCESS MODEL LIST 

 

Section 
General 
Process 

# Process Map 

Source 
- Workshop 26.06.08 

- Virginia Doc. 
- General Doc. 

- Other 

Type 

P
ri

o
ri

ty
 

Approach 
- Internal Doc. 
- External Doc. 

- The Hague Team 
- Virginia Team 

- On-site Observations 

A
u

th
o

r 

 Date Status 

A
p

p
ro

v
e
r 

Comments 

        WS VD GD O      ID ED HT VT OO   Starting Closing       

0
. 
T

e
rm

in
a
l 

O
p

s
 1. 

General 
Handling 
Cycles 

1 0.1.1. Terminal general flows - Import-Export-Transhipment       X Runner H         X VO 28.07.08   Completed     

2 0.1.2. Terminal import       X Runner M         X VO 30.06.08   SeeComments   Included in 0.1.1. 

3 0.1.3. Terminal export       X Runner M         X JF 30.06.08   SeeComments   Included in 0.1.1. 

4 0.1.4. Terminal transhipment       X Repeater M         X VO 25.07.08   SeeComments   Included in 0.1.1. 

1
. 
M

a
ri

n
e
 O

p
e
ra

ti
o

n
s

 

1. Pre-
arrival 5 1.1.1. Marine pre-arrival operations   X     Runner L X       X             

2. Load / 
Discharge 

at QC 
buffer 

6 1.2.1. Marine load container - Interaction QC-ShC   X     Runner H X   X X X JF 04.08.08   Completed   Loaded and empty 

7 1.2.2. Marine load container - Interaction QC-UTR   X     Stranger M       X X           Loaded and empty 

8 1.2.3. Marine load container - Interaction QC-AGV       X Runner H   X X X             Loaded and empty 

9 1.2.4. Marine discharge container - Interaction QC-ShC   X     Runner H X   X X X JF 04.08.08   Completed   Loaded and empty 

10 1.2.5. Marine discharge container - Interaction QC-UTR   X     Stranger M       X X           Loaded and empty 

11 1.2.6. Marine discharge container - Interaction QC-AGV       X Runner H   X X X             Loaded and empty 

12 1.2.7. Marine load discharge empty - Interaction QC-ShC X X   X Runner L X   X     JF 08.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 1.2.1. and 1.2.4. 

13 1.2.8. Marine load discharge empty - Interaction QC-UTR X     X Stranger L       X X       SeeComments   Included in 1.2.1. 

14 1.2.9. Marine load discharge empty - Interaction QC-AGV X   X   Runner L   X X X         SeeComments   Included in 1.2.1. 

15 1.2.10. Marine load discharge twin - Interaction QC-ShC   X   X Runner M X   X                 

16 1.2.11. Marine load discharge twin - Interaction QC-UTR       X Stranger L       X X             

17 1.2.12. Marine load discharge twin - Interaction QC-AGV     X   Runner L   X X X               

18 1.2.13. Marine load discharge reefer - Interaction QC-ShC    X   X Repeater L     X X               

19 1.2.14. Marine load discharge reefer - Interaction QC-UTR       X Stranger L X   X                 

20 1.2.15. Marine load discharge reefer - Interaction QC-AGV     X   Repeater L   X   X               

21 1.2.16. Marine load discharge OOG   X   X Stranger L     X                 

3. 
Horizontal  
Transport 
(M <-> Y) 

22 1.3.1. WS horizontal transport - Case ShC X       Runner H X   X X X             

23 1.3.2. WS horizontal transport - Case UTR X       Stranger M     X X               

24 1.3.3. WS horizontal transport - Case AGV       X Runner H   X X X               

25 1.3.4. WS horizontal transport - Interaction ShC-UTR       X Runner M       X X             
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Section 
General 
Process 

# Process Map 

Source 
- Workshop 26.06.08 

- Virginia Doc. 
- General Doc. 

- Other 

Type 

P
ri

o
ri

ty
 

Approach 
- Internal Doc. 
- External Doc. 

- The Hague Team 
- Virginia Team 

- On-site Observations 

A
u

th
o

r 

 Date Status 

A
p

p
ro

v
e
r 

Comments 

        WS VD GD O      ID ED HT VT OO   Starting Closing       

2
. 
Y

a
rd

 O
p

e
ra

ti
o

n
s

 

1. WS 
Stack / 
Deliver 

26 2.1.1. WS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-ShC   X     Runner H X   X X X VO 11.07.08   Completed   Loaded and empty 

27 2.1.2. WS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-AGV       X Runner H   X X X             Loaded and empty 

28 2.1.3. WS stack deliver empty - Interaction ASC-ShC     X   Runner L X   X   X VO 08.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 2.1.1. 

29 2.1.4. WS stack deliver empty - Interaction ASC-AGV       X Runner L   X   X         SeeComments   Included in 2.1.1. 

30 2.1.5. WS stack deliver twin - Interaction ASC-ShC       X Runner M       X X       SeeComments   not in APMTVA 

31 2.1.6. WS stack deliver twin - Interaction ASC-AGV     X   Runner M   X   X X       SeeComments   not in APMTVA 

32 2.1.7. WS stack deliver reefer - Interaction ASC-ShC       X Repeater M X   X                 

33 2.1.8. WS stack deliver reefer - Interaction ASC-AGV       X Repeater M   X   X               

2. LS 
Stack / 
Deliver 

34 2.2.1. LS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-road truck   X     Runner H X     X X JF 11.07.08   Completed   Loaded and empty 

35 2.2.2. LS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-UTR   X     Runner H X     X X VO 11.07.08   Completed   Loaded and empty 

36 2.2.3. LS stack deliver container - Interaction ASC-AGV     X   Runner M   X X X X           Loaded and empty 

37 2.2.4. LS stack deliver empty - Interaction ASC-road truck       X Runner L       X X JF 08.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 2.2.1. 

38 2.2.5. LS stack deliver empty - Interaction ASC-UTR       X Runner L       X X VO 08.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 2.2.1. 

39 2.2.6. LS stack deliver empty - Interaction ASC-AGV     X   Runner L   X   X X       SeeComments   Included in 2.2.1. 

40 2.2.7. LS stack deliver twin - Interaction ASC-road truck       X Runner M       X X       SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

41 2.2.8. LS stack deliver twin - Interaction ASC-UTR       X Runner M       X X       SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

42 2.2.9. LS stack deliver twin - Interaction ASC-AGV     X   Runner M   X   X X       SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

43 2.2.10. LS stack deliver reefer - Interaction ASC-road truck   X     Repeater M X     X               

44 2.2.11. LS stack deliver reefer - Interaction ASC-UTR   X     Repeater M X     X               

45 2.2.12. LS stack deliver reefer - Interaction ASC-AGV       X Repeater M   X   X               

3. Container 
Move 
and 

Safety 

46 2.3.1. WS ASC move       X Runner H X   X X X       SeeComments   Detail not needed 

47 2.3.2. LS ASC move   X     Runner H X     X X VO 16.07.08   Completed     

48 2.3.3. Driver safety procedure in transfer zone   X     Runner H X   X X X JF 16.07.08   Completed     

49 2.3.4. Shuffle moves       X Runner H X   X X X VO 16.07.08   Completed     

50 2.3.5. Swap move       X Repeater M X   X X X JF 11.08.08   Completed     

4. RMG M&R 51 2.4.1. ASC breakdown X X     Repeater H       X   JF 11.07.08   Completed     
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Section 
General 
Process 

# Process Map 

Source 
- Workshop 26.06.08 

- Virginia Doc. 
- General Doc. 

- Other 

Type 

P
ri

o
ri

ty
 

Approach 
- Internal Doc. 
- External Doc. 

- The Hague Team 
- Virginia Team 

- On-site Observations 

A
u

th
o

r 

 Date Status 

A
p

p
ro

v
e
r 

Comments 

        WS VD GD O      ID ED HT VT OO   Starting Closing       

4
. 
R

a
il
 O

p
e
ra

ti
o

n
s

 

1. Pre-
arrival 52 

4.1.1. Rail pre-arrival operations 
  X     Runner L       X X             

2. Load / 
Discharge 

 at Rail 
buffer 

53 4.2.1. Rail load discharge container - Interaction RTG-UTR   X     Runner M X   X X X           Loaded and empty 

54 4.2.2. Rail load discharge container - Interaction RTG-AGV     X   Runner M   X X X             Loaded and empty 

55 4.2.3. Rail load discharge empty - Interaction RTG-UTR       X Runner L X     X X       SeeComments   Included in 4.1.1. 

56 4.2.4. Rail load discharge empty - Interaction RTG-AGV     X   Runner L   X   X         SeeComments   Included in 4.1.1. 

57 4.2.5. Rail load discharge twin - Interaction RTG-UTR       X Runner L X     X X       SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

58 4.2.6. Rail load discharge twin - Interaction RTG-AGV     X   Runner L   X   X         SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

59 4.2.7. Rail load discharge reefer - Interaction RTG-UTR       X Repeater L       X               

60 4.2.8. Rail load discharge reefer - Interaction RTG-AGV     X   Repeater L   X   X               

61 4.2.9. Rail load discharge OOG       X Stranger L X   X                 

3. 
Horizontal  
Transport 
(Y <-> R) 

62 4.3.1. LS horizontal transport loaded to rail - Case UTR     X   Runner H X   X   X VO 04.08.08   Completed   Regular, reefer & hazardous 

63 4.3.2. LS horizontal transport loaded to rail - Case AGV     X   Runner M   X X X             Regular, reefer & hazardous 

64 4.3.3. LS horizontal transport empty to rail - Case UTR     X   Repeater L X   X   X VO 08.09.08   Completed     

65 4.3.4. LS horizontal transport empty to rail - Case AGV     X   Runner L   X X X               

66 4.3.5. LS horizontal transport twin to rail - Case UTR     X   Runner L X   X   X       SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

67 4.3.6. LS horizontal transport twin to rail - Case AGV     X   Runner L   X X X         SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

68 4.3.7. LS horizontal transport reefer to rail - Case UTR     X   Repeater M X   X   X VO 08.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 4.3.1. 

69 4.3.8. LS horizontal transport reefer to rail - Case AGV     X   Repeater L   X X X         SeeComments   Included in 4.3.1. 

70 4.3.9. LS horizontal transport cassette to rail - Case UTR     X   Runner L X   X   X             

71 4.3.10. LS horizontal transport cassette to rail - Case AGV     X   Runner L   X X X               

72 4.3.11. LS horizontal transport loaded from rail - Case UTR     X   Runner H X   X   X VO 04.08.08   Completed   Regular, reefer & hazardous 

73 4.3.12. LS horizontal transport loaded from rail  - Case AGV     X   Runner M   X X X             Regular, reefer & hazardous 

74 4.3.13. LS horizontal transport empty from rail - Case UTR     X   Stranger L X   X   X VO 08.09.08   Completed     

75 4.3.14. LS horizontal transport empty from rail - Case AGV     X   Runner L   X X X               

76 4.3.15. LS horizontal transport twin from rail - Case UTR     X   Runner L X   X   X       SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

77 4.3.16. LS horizontal transport twin from rail - Case AGV     X   Runner L   X X X         SeeComments   Not in APMTVA 

78 4.3.17. LS horizontal transport reefer from rail - Case UTR     X   Repeater M X   X   X VO 08.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 4.3.11. 

79 4.3.18. LS horizontal transport reefer from rail - Case AGV     X   Repeater L   X X X         SeeComments   Included in 4.3.11. 

80 4.3.19. LS horizontal transport cassette from rail - Case UTR     X   Runner L X   X   X             

81 4.3.20. LS horizontal transport cassette from rail - Case AGV     X   Runner L   X X X               

82 4.3.21. LS horizontal transport OOG       X Stranger L X   X                 
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Section 
General 
Process 

# Process Map 

Source 
- Workshop 26.06.08 

- Virginia Doc. 
- General Doc. 

- Other 

Type 

P
ri

o
ri

ty
 

Approach 
- Internal Doc. 
- External Doc. 

- The Hague Team 
- Virginia Team 

- On-site Observations 

A
u

th
o

r 

 Date Status 

A
p

p
ro

v
e
r 

Comments 

        WS VD GD O      ID ED HT VT OO   Starting Closing       

3
. 
G

a
te

 O
p

e
ra

ti
o

n
s

 

1. Pre-arrival 83 3.1.1. Gate pre-arrival operations   X     Runner M     X   X             

2. Entrance / 
Exit 

84 3.2.1. Gate entrance loaded   X     Runner H X   X   X JF 24.07.08   Completed   Regular, reefer & hazardous 

85 3.2.2. Gate entrance empty   X     Runner H X   X   X JF 24.07.08   Completed     

86 3.2.3. Gate entrance twin   X     Runner M X   X   X             

87 3.2.4. Gate entrance reefer   X     Repeater L X   X   X JF 08.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 3.2.1. 

88 3.2.5. Gate exit loaded   X     Runner M X   X   X JF 09.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 3.2.1. 

89 3.2.6. Gate exit empty   X     Runner M X   X   X JF 09.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 3.2.2. 

90 3.2.7. Gate exit twin   X     Runner M X   X   X             

91 3.2.8. Gate exit reefer   X     Repeater L X   X   X JF 09.09.08   SeeComments   Included in 3.2.4. 

92 3.2.9. Gate entrance exit OOG       X Stranger L X   X                 

5
. 
O

th
e
r 

1. Check 
and 

Inspection 

93 5.1.1. Seal check   X     Runner H X   X   X JF 24.07.08   Completed     

94 5.1.2. Genset number check   X     Repeater M       X   VO 12.07.08   Completed     

95 5.1.3. Damage inspection   X     Runner H X   X   X JF 24.07.08   Completed     

96 5.1.4. Empty inspection X       Runner H X       X VO 08.09.08   Completed     

97 5.1.5. Reefer inspection X       Repeater M         X             

2. Reefer 

98 5.2.1. Reefer pre-tripping X       Repeater L       X               

99 5.2.2. Electrical connection of reefers X       Repeater L X     X X             

100 5.2.3. Pick-up/drop reefer in reefer stacking area       X Repeater M X     X X             

3. Hazardous 101 5.3.1. Hazardous in/out handling X       Repeater L     X X               

4. OOG 102 5.4.1. Pick-up/drop OOG in stack       X Stranger L X     X               

5. M&R 
103 5.5.1. Maintenance procedures for each equipment X       Repeater M X   X X               

104 5.5.2. Stack maintenance X       Repeater L     X X               
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ANNEX D. THE RMG MODULE 
 
The RMG module itself can have different configurations with several cranes. In 
this document it is considered to have a set up with two ASC on a single pair of 
rails, one operating the WS and other the LS, with anti-collision systems and a 
dynamic distribution of the individual and shared spaces as indicated in Fig. 
D.1. In case of breakdown of one of the ASCs, the other ASC in the RMG 
module can operate all the stack positions serving both WS and LS. 
 

WS Buffer RMG Stack

…

A

S

C

W

S

A

S
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ASC Dynamic Shared

Operation Area

Lanes

LS Buffer

…

 

 

Fig. D.1 RMG module 

 
 
This kind of stacking system allows maximum utilization of space and stacking 
density in a fast, accurate and safe positioning even at bad meteorological 
conditions. This configuration allows terminal operators to save a significant 
amount of space – up to 18% compared to other well-known configurations 
such as cross-over systems, and yet allows for redundancy in each stack 
module, a requirement that customers demand. Storage and retrieval 
frequencies and container dwell time in the stack are the key factors when 
defining the span, which is between 8 and 11 containers, in a 1-over-5 solution 
where the stack-yard length is typically between 35 and 50 TEUs. 
 
Quayside storage and retrieval operations in conjunction with manual or 
automated transport vehicles are fully-automated. In the landside a camera 
based semi-automated functioning is preferred for safety reasons in conjunction 
with a railway link or road trucks [39]. 
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ANNEX E. TRANSPORTATION MEANS 
 
Vehicles can be external to the terminal as the road trucks or for internal 
terminal transport used in horizontal transportation (Fig. E.1). The later can 
have several options as human driven vehicles or automated ones. In the case 
of the UTR there are several combinations as the UTR with TL (Translifter), 
which can carry a cassette, or UTR with BC (Bombcart) as a chassis. 
 

Vehicle

 

External

 

Internal

 

Road truck

 

UTR

 

SC / ShC

 

AGV

 

 

 

Fig. E.1 Equipment – Vehicles: road truck, UTR, SC / ShC, AGV 
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ANNEX F. APM TERMINALS 
 
APMT is part of a large international Group, the A. P. Moller-Maersk Group 
widely recognized for its activities within the container industry, shipping, etc. 
APM Terminals core business is the development, operation and management 
of the world’s premier global container terminal network. It operates more than 
50 container terminals in strategic locations around the world, serving more 
than 60 shipping lines in 31 countries with a team of 19,000 professionals [1]. 
 
APM Terminals is one of the fastest growing and best respected operators in 
the industry with 31.4 million TEU handled in 2007 and 6.4% market share of 
global container terminal throughput. APM Terminals worldwide network is 
expected to considerably grow in the next years with special interest in the 
development of new automated container terminals as its first semi-automated 
terminal in Virginia starting operations in 2007. Table F.1 summarizes the main 
specifications of APM Terminals Virginia [2]: 
 
 

Table F.1 APM Terminals Virginia operational general description 

 

Description General 

Terminal configuration 

Phase 1 

(currently operating) 

Phase 2 

(full build-out) 

Terminal area (hectares) 93 118 

Terminal capacity (TEUs) 40,600 85,700 

Number of Blocks 15 30 

Total Ground slots (TEUs) 12,600 21,400 

Total Reefer receptacles 424 1312-2272 

Quay length (meters) 977 1219 

Number of terminals  1 1 

Number of berths  3 4 

QCs  6 8-12 

RMGs 30 60 

Water depth alongside (meters) 17 17 

Water depth approach channel (meters) 15 15 

Number of Buffer points for RMG LS  75 150 

Gate Lanes 26 32 

In-Gate Portals  2 5 

In-Gate Pedestals  13 17 

Out-Gate Portals  2 5 

Out-Gate Pedestals  13 15 

Rail Tracks  6 (4,023 m) 12 (8,046 m) 

UTRs 20 25 

CHE 5 10 
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Description General 

Terminal configuration 

Phase 1 

(currently operating) 

Phase 2 

(full build-out) 

Reach Stackers  3 4 

Empty Handlers 2 4 

RTGs 4 6 

ShCs 20 40 

TC/Cassette 350 350+ 

BC 21 21 

TT 0 2+ 

Multi-Container BC 0 10+ 
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ANNEX G. OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION 
 

OCR is a technology that permits the automatic recognition of characters. The 

use of OCR technologies started with the initial patents in 1929, but has just 

become useful for many applications in the recent years, as the more advanced 

the OCR system is, the more computer resources are required. The main 

disadvantage of OCR systems is their high price and the complicated readers 

they require in comparison with other ID procedures [33]. 

 

OCR, and its related discipline ICR (Intelligent Character Recognition), have 

many applications in the current industrial operations. In many applications, 

such as legal, accounting, banking, digital libraries, insurance, remote backups 

and records management, OCR is automating the way that businesses process 

files. In most of its applications, OCR is used to obtain data automatically, 

reducing the costs associated with form processing and human intervention. 

 

In the context of tracking technologies, OCR technologies are usually based on 

the use of smart cameras, which are able to track moving vehicles and collect 

information from the images they take. These cameras have an intelligent 

module or are connected to an information system, which is indeed the core of 

the OCR system. The intelligent module performs a digital processing of the 

images or videos, and extracts information capable of identifying the object. As 

an example, OCR systems can be used to track vehicles in roads by means of 

the number plate (see Fig. G.1). 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. G.1 OCR applied to vehicle number plate detection 
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In this concrete example, as a first step, the OCR software should determine 

whether or not there is a license plate on that image at all or not. If there is a 

plate, it has to be as precisely located as possible and then extracted from the 

image for further processing. After the license plate is located and extracted 

from the whole picture, it has to be transformed into a standardised form: 

 Normalised foreground/background colours (contrast and brightness). 

 Normalised size. 

 Uniform plate orientation. 

 

The next step is the character segmentation: after the extracted license plate 

image is normalised, the individual characters has to be distinguished 

(segmented) from each other. Segmentation becomes difficult when the plate is 

not clear, the characters are touching each other, there are screws or strong 

light-effects e.g. shadows on the plate, etc. 

 

When the characters are properly segmented (separated from each other and 

precisely localised) there is time to invoke the character recognition algorithm 

for each individual segmented character image. The output of each character 

recognition process is the ASCII code of the given character image. By 

recognising all characters after each other, the entire plate text is read. And the 

output of the LPR Software, the license plate number in ASCII is received [19]. 

 
 
OCR based container visual check-out 
 
With the OCR, the container could continue to be tagged with a legacy code bar 
(or eventually, in addition to the RFID). This would permit a seamless operation 
with terminals in which the migration towards RFID based tracking is not 
adopted. Any operator will still be able to write down the code bar identification 
number for tracking purposes in this kind of terminals, but in the automated 
terminal this task will be done automatically [27]. 
 
In general, OCR will be recommended to be used in the automated terminal for 
check-in / check-out processes, for eventual checks from the maintenance 
system operators, in order to provide additional security in the tracking process. 
As an example, OCR can be employed by an operator equipped with a PDA 
with integrated digital camera OCR software. By pointing to a container code 
bar, the software will perform optical recognition and the tracked item will be 
entered into the system. It can also be used to visually check incoming or 
outgoing trucks (Fig. G.2). 
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Fig. G.2 Image capture in OCR portal 

 
 
In this example of use, the vehicles should drive through the OCR camera 
system when entering or leaving the terminal, and at slow speed (e.g. 30Km/h). 
While passing through the gate, the camera would automatically acquire images 
of all sides of the truck and cargo, read all identification numbers and store all 
this information on the information system. All the process occurs without any 
human intervention, resulting in quick and accurate gate transactions. 
 
An OCR system can generally be divided into 3 general modules: 
 Image-capturing units, (including illumination devices). 
 A software recognition engine and application programs. 
 System infrastructure, (mounting and support structure and communication 

network). 
 
The key element of the solution would be an intelligent camera that enables the 
acquisition of perfect high resolution images of moving vehicles and objects. 
These images are used for: 
 OCR-based automatic capturing of identification numbers (e.g. container 

IDs, IMO codes license plate numbers, chassis codes). 
 Vehicle and containers damage inspection. 
 

Scan cameras 
(2 sides and top) 

Portal 
Speed constraint 

(traffic lights can be 
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ANNEX H. RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION 
 
RFID is an identification technology which provides automatic wireless 
communication between RFID tags and readers. RFID tags are somehow the 
next generation of bar coding (Fig. H.1). They are usually embedded with an 
integrated chip, and they are attached to objects for identification and tracking. 
These tags contain unique information describing information about the item 
they represent. The data from the tags can be accessed whenever the product 
crosses a boundary or “gate” equipped with a reader, which make use of radio 
frequency to access and/or modify the content. Usually, the access to 
information is achieved without the use of a power supply at the tag, but using 
instead magnetic or electromagnetic fields from the reader. This way, the tags 
are only activated when they are within the “interrogation zone” of a reader [11]. 
 
RFID have the capability to enhance the inventory and transportation 
management, as it offers practical benefits over other automatic data capture 
systems. The main benefits when compared with e.g. code bars would be the 
following [17]: 
 Not always a line-of-sight requirement: The bar code requires the reader to 

be in the line of sight. Label reading process is designed for a person or a 
machine to actually see the image or symbol representing the bar code. In 
the case of RFID, there is no need to see the RFID tag. In fact, there is no 
need for line of sight vision of the RFID tag for either a product or multiple 
products contained inside a package. The radio waves coming from the 
RFID are scanned automatically by the reader, which is placed nearby. 

 Longer read ranges: The bar code has a limited read range measured in 
centimetres. The RFID tag range is determined in meters, (up to 10m). This 
range is essential for the business case. Currently, when a trailer enters the 
loading dock area, each pallet has to be read visually to match the bar code. 

 Data volume: Unlike the bar code, these chips encode data in electronic 
chips. Some RFIDs can contain up to 1MB of memory although most of 
them will contain much less than that (even as low as 64 bits, which is 5 
times more than the info in a bar code). This information can be location, 
product name, expiration/product date, etc., depending on what is required. 
They can store this information can be linked to the company inventory 
system to keep track of the movements of material. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. H.1 RFID as the new generation of bar coding 
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 Capability to write dynamic information to the tag: Due to the usage of 
dynamically reconfigurable memories, it is possible to update or re-write the 
information contained in the tag. This ability has a great added value over 
traditional tags. 

 Ability to track moving objects: The barcode identifies just the item. The 
RFID can store dynamic information about the history of birth to death 
movements 

 Ability to virtually read multiple tags simultaneously: Simultaneous data 
capture: most RFID systems can simultaneously identify and capture data 
from multiple tags within range of the antenna. 

 Rapid read rate: RFIDs can be read very rapidly (e.g. up to 1,000 tags per 
second).Nevertheless, the collision of RF signals could contribute to less 
efficient read rates. 

 Durable for hash environments: RFID tags can be encased in hardened 
plastic coatings, making them extremely durable and able to be tracked 
through hasth production or transportation handling processes. They can be 
read through grease dirt and paint. 

 
An RFID system is composed by RF tags, also known as transponders, the 
RFID readers, composed by transceivers and antennas, and the computers or 
information systems equipped with appropriate software. 
 
 
RF tags 
 
As we have said, RFID is a non-contact, wireless, data communication form of 
labelling, where tags (some kind of electronic labels or bar codes) are 
programmed and store any kind of information. These tags are then attached to 
objects for identification or tracking. Tags can simply acknowledge their 
presence, carry minimum product identification information, or include a wide 
range of details, such as manufacturer, date of manufacture, invoice number, 
operator, carrier and customer information, date of delivery, put-away location, 
etc. 
 
Tags can be identified as either active or passive: 
 Active tags are powered by internal batteries, have a greater read/write 

range and are normally read/write. The active tags are considered 
transmitter tags. Tag sizes and memory capabilities fluctuate due to the 
specific application for which the tag will be used. However, this usefulness 
comes at a price and that is a larger size, higher cost, and a defined life 
span. Batteries are now lighter, thinner, rechargeable and capable of being 
printed in place. 

 Passive tags do not have their own power supply, and therefore all power 
required for the operation must be drawn from the electromagnetic field of 
the reader. As a result, they are smaller, lighter, cheaper, and demonstrate a 
virtually unlimited life span. They require a more powerful reader and have 
shorter read ranges than active tags, often centimetres. Passive tags are 
usually “Read-Only”, meaning they are pre-programmed with a unique input 
and this data cannot thereafter be modified. Passive tags typically define a 
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specific location in a database that contains the requisite information, the 
same way as barcode references database information. 

 
The data capacities normally range from a few bytes to several kilobytes. The 
more information on the tag, the more expensive it is. Active tags supply the 
most information on a tag, but even passive tags are growing in capabilities. It is 
critical for a company to look at their respective supply chain and truly define 
the kind and amount of information needed on a tag. For full history and 
instructional capability, an active tag with an expensive memory chip is 
required, but this may allow multiple uses and reduce overall supply chain 
costs. It can also help with insurance and liability issues where the 
circumstances warrant this application. Fortunately, RF prices are dropping as 
the technology develops and the tags become more of a commodity product. 
 
 
RF readers 
 
The readers use RF technologies to read the content of the tag. Fig. H.2 shows 
an RFID tag (on the left side) and reader devices (on the right side). A reader 
device usually includes an antenna, a transceiver and a decoder. When an 
RFID tag passes through an electromagnetic zone generated by the reader, it 
detects the reader activation signal. This signal tells the tag to identify itself and 
to provide any additional information. The reader decodes the data from the tag 
and the data is then transferred to a host computer for processing. This process 
is reversed when writing to a tag. It has to be noted that there might be two 
kinds of readers: those with continuous operation (e.g. an arc situated at the 
entrance of the facilities, and keeping track of all the incoming and outgoing 
tagged elements), or triggered based readers (e.g. a device operated upon 
request, such as a handheld device used by an operator). 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. H.2 RFID tags and receivers 

 
 
The antennas are the conduits between a tag and the transceiver. Both the tags 
and the readers have antennas. The transceiver antenna radiates radio signals 
that activate the tag, and then reads and writes the particular data to it. Often, 
an antenna is bundled with the transceiver and decoder and is then considered 
to be a reader. In-plant readers can emit radio waves from under 1cm to over 
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30m, depending upon the output power and frequency. It can therefore be 
utilized either as a handheld or a fixed-mount reader. Antennas can be made 
from metal or conductive inks. 
 
The transceiver/antenna combination, typically referred to as a reader, provides 
the energy for data transmission and reception between the tag and transceiver. 
In this way, the transceiver controls the system’s data acquisition and 
communication. An electromagnetic field generated by the transceiver 
determines the dimensions of the transmission zone. As a tag enters this zone, 
data transfer takes place without any physical contact. 
 
The selection of a transceiver typically depends on the following characteristics: 
the model, shape and mounting requirements, the transmission zone 
dimensions, and the proximity to the next closest reader. Generally, 
transmission range, data transfer rate, and the bad effects of any overlying 
materials increase with frequency while absorption of the signal by metal 
decreases with frequency. 
 
 
Computers 
 
Computers in a RFID system can run in different devices, from PDA’s to 
desktops or mainframes. Whatever the system used, the function of the 
computer is to guide the operation of the tag, ranging from reading/writing 
operations to more complex tasks such as locating and reporting concrete 
information. It is also important to take into account the RFID system integration 
into the company information systems. An integrator is someone that analyses 
your existing facilities, equipment, hardware, software and needs, and then 
develops a procedure to insure a smooth implementation of the new RFID 
system. Many integrators are associated with a particular company, and their 
services come with the order for equipment and supplies. Others are 
independent and will work with a variety of tags, readers and computers. There 
are advantages offered by both and companies should examine the respective 
benefits for their individual supply chain application. 
 
 
Radio Frequencies 
 
One of the key parameters of RFID systems is the transmission frequency of 
the transponder. The operating frequency is usually classified in three main 
ranges: LF (Low Frequency): 30-300KHz; HF (High Frequency): 300Mhz-3GHz; 
and microwave: >3GHz. The reach range is usually related to this frequency: 
close coupling of about 1cm for LF, remote coupling around 1m for HF, and 
long ranges (>1m) for microwaves. As the utilized frequency rate is increased, 
both tag and reader costs typically increase. 
 
Currently, most continents have different frequencies allotted to use by radio 
frequency identification methodologies. Finding the correct frequency for use is 
a difficult task, given the dynamic complexity of many industrial and supply 
chain applications. This is compounded by the demands of trying to define a 
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truly global RFID reader/tag system. A “universal” approach has been created 
to try to minimize the worldwide differences in frequencies. This approach, 
announced by the EAN International and the Uniform Code Council, developed 
the GTAG initiative, which promotes a global supply chain standard for RFID 
used for applications such as container identification and tracking. The GTAG 
was recently modified to use the UHF frequency range of 862–928MHz, 
although the original proposal was to use the frequency range of 862–870MHz. 
This was done because no single band in the original proposal was available for 
worldwide application. Nevertheless, frequency issues in global standardization 
would need to be solved for worldwide commerce. 
 
 
RFID based container and vehicle identification 
 
RFID tracking capabilities combined with information systems enable accurate 
knowledge of product location, quantity, and value at all stages of the supply 
chain. Gaining better control over inventory would contribute to improvement in 
processes, products and services, design methodology and supplier relations. 
These factors play a role in gaining competitive advantage over competitors [6]. 
 
Under today’s manufacturing processes, smart labels tend to be the most 
straightforward, cost-effective way of affixing RFID to containers in a 
manufacturing environment [55]. They serve, at a minimum, the same function 
for finding information stored in a database, the way a bar code does. However, 
with slightly different equipment (and an additional cost) they can not only 
insure product security and provide authentication, authorization and 
accounting, but it could be also possible to use a read/write system, where a tag 
gives a particular machine a set of instructions (e.g. destination) and the 
machine would then report its performance to the tag after the task is finished. 
This data would then become part of the tag/container history. Nowadays, RFID 
tags are created as straps (Fig. H.3) becoming easier to use, more flexible and 
inexpensive enables them to be adapted to a wider range of label and 
packaging forms. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. H.3 RFID tags: smart label and strap 

 
 
In a manual container terminal, the recording of the container numbers was 
traditionally done by using a pad and pen, then updating the data in computers. 
More recent alternatives include manual interaction with systems on-site by 
directly keying the number into a tablet-PC that transmits the data to the central 
system. A faster and usually more accurate option is presented in this scenario. 
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The tracking systems record the serial number of the container as it enters the 
terminal (Fig. H.4) by the gates, at the entry to or exit from the terminal via 
highway, rail or vessel. The container serial number is automatically passed into 
the shipping company database where it is matched with booking information 
such as the customer name and its destination. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. H.4 Container identification by RFID 

 
 
In this sense, the major benefit of RFID is the ability to track moving objects 
when this label is embedded in an item as it can be a container or a vehicle 
(Fig. H.5), significantly reducing unnecessary equipment movements and lost 
containers. Similar information technology improvements at the terminal gates 
cut truck-processing. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. H.5 Vehicle identification by RFID 
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ANNEX I. ELECTRONIC SEAL 
 
An eSeal is a device that can be attached to physical goods to provide 
guarantees of important aspects of the protection of those physical goods. An 
electronic seal does not physically protect the sealed goods but can provide 
propositions and evidence of authenticity and integrity [8]. 
 
Contrary to traditional seals, an eSeal can detect and record a large variety of 
integrity violations. It is possible to collect information about location and time of 
violation, and can alert an external system based on autonomous decisions. In 
addition, it is possible to attach the e-Seal with external sensors, so that it can 
be able to monitor a physical parameter (e.g. temperature) and to interpret the 
inputs from these fonts to take decisions. 
 
The Fig. I.1 shows how the eSeal system consists of three conceptual layers: 
the Contractual layer, the Logical layer and the Technical layer. The contractual 
layer represents the end to end agreement that needs to be monitored and 
guaranteed. The logical layer represents the needed actions to be performed to 
check that the contractual agreement is still valid. Finally, the technical layer 
covers the way the e-Seal is accessed, the means it uses to monitor the status, 
and the way it is attached to the goods. 
 

 
 

Fig. I.1 Conceptual layers of an eSeal 

 
The eSeal could be conceived as a small embedded computer system, 
attached to the physical goods. The basic information contained by the eSeal is 
the “valid” or “broken” state. An eSeal implements three main functions:  
 A sensor system as part of the device supplies it with external information 

serving as input for the decision making algorithm. 
 The decision making algorithm derived from the contract between Initiator 

and Receiver performs periodic updates of the stored status based on the 
input from the sensor.  
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 The device performs a communication exchange with the eSeal’s reader, 
providing information about the eSeal status. 

 
The eSeal can include additional information such as the timestamp provider by 
a timer, or some state history and any other related information. 
 
As an example, a temperature sensitive good like milk needs to be transported 
and kept in a certain range of temperatures for quality reasons. In this case, an 
eSeal is used to assure the temperature of the goods during transport between 
two locations. The temperature of the goods is constantly monitored by the 
eSeal. As soon as there is a mismatch between the temperature threshold and 
the monitored one, the eSeal registers this information and sets its status to 
broken. This way, the eSeal can guarantee that the temperature range was held 
all the time before the goods arrive to the destination. 
 
 
e-Seal based container security assessment 
 
e-Seals can lock the container doors (Fig. I.2) to enhance goods tracking 
systems in a container terminal. This way, the e-Seal would keep track of wrong 
manipulation of containers in some situations such as: 
 Container unauthorized access or breakout. 
 Container timing constraints. 
 Fridge container temperature violation. 
 Internal conditions deficiencies, as humidity, light or temperature. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. I.2 Containers locked with e-Seals 

 
 
The e-Seal could be associated with a RFID, or it could be conceived as a 
separated entity. In normal operation, the object authenticity will be detectable 
through the seal, and the integrity can be discerned by inspecting valid or 
broken seal. The information system can then forward the alarm to an operator 
or to external actuation systems. 
 
In a port, e-Seal readers could be mounted on the cranes that unload container 
ships. Even in early stages of deployment, before most or all containers are 
equipped with them, port operators would be able to assign containers to one of 
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three categories: intact, no e-Seal or tampered with. Customs officials could be 
alerted to inspect the containers that had been tampered with first. However, 
once e-Seals are routinely read, the likelihood of these containers being broken 
into will diminish. Containers with intact e-Seals that were shipped from secure 
facilities by trusted shippers could then pass through without inspection, freeing 
port facility space and trimming one to three days off transit time through the 
facility. This would not only expedite delivery of shipments but, over the course 
of a year, allow container owners to make better use of their assets [32]. 
 
Thanks to the ISO e-Seals standard, vendors can develop interoperable 
products. However, for all this to become a reality, governments will have to 
create procedures for the establishment of "green lanes" to speed clearance of 
containers through Customs in order to provide sufficient incentive for 
companies to use e-Seals [32]. 
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ANNEX J. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM 
 
GPS is a global navigation system designed by the U.S. Department of 
Defence, which permits to calculate the location of the user device with 
significant precision. The device is able to calculate the latitude and longitude 
coordinates based on the support from 24 satellites (Fig. J.1) which can be 
used as reference points. The technological evolution of GPS receivers has 
facilitated their implementation in very economical integrated circuits, so that 
they can even be incorporated as components in cell phones and a wide range 
of business applications (Global Positioning System). 
 
 

  

 

Fig. J.1 GPS satellite constellation 

 
 
GPS location function is based on a process very similar to triangulation, so that 
the GPS receiver uses as inputs the estimated distances to three satellites 
situated in known locations to calculate its own position. To determine these 
distances, the GPS measures the time that a radio signal originated at the 
satellite takes to reach the receiver. The precise time measurement is based on 
the fact that both sender satellite and receiver device are generating a couple of 
similar pseudo-random codes at exactly the same time. When the pseudo-code 
from the satellite is received, the sync time difference with the locally generated 
code can be deduced. The distance to the satellite is this time difference 
multiplied by the speed of light.  
 
It must be noted that the signal travel time can be as short as 0.06 seconds, so 
GPS needs to keep a very accurate timing sync with the satellites. This 
accuracy is assured in satellites because they use precise and costly atomic 
clocks, which permits the most stable time reference that can be produced. As it 
is not affordable to include the same kind of clocks in GPS receivers, the exact 
timing cannot be directly achieved. On the contrary, the possible error is 
compensated by means of extra satellite measurements as cross-check [53]. 
 
The receiver has to combine the four (or more) estimated distances to different 
satellites to calculate its sync correction factor, and subsequently its exact 
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location. In synchronized operation, all the satellite ranges would intersect at a 
single point which defines the receiver’s position. If the GPS device is not 
synchronized, the additional distance ranges will not intersect with the first 
three. The time correction factor is the estimated timing deviation that would 
guarantee that all the measures intersect at a single point. 
 
In addition to distance, it is necessary to exactly allocate the satellites’ position 
in space. As basic orbits are quite exact, this information can be programmed 
inside GPS receivers. Nevertheless, the U.S. Department of Defence is 
constantly monitoring possible deviations (known as ephemeris) in the expected 
orbits with radars, so they can provide satellite’s exact altitude, position and 
speed. This information is usually communicated to the satellite itself, so that 
they can broadcast this information in addition to the pseudo-codes they send. 
 
Finally, it is also needed to compensate for any signal delay imposed by the 
atmosphere conditions, which can create the same kind of timing errors as 
incorrect synchronization. Most of the atmosphere delays can be 
mathematically modelled, and deviations can be complemented with constant 
ionosphere measures that the satellites perform. In addition, the receiver has to 
estimate the angle factor in which it is receiving the satellite signal, as this will 
impact in the length of the trip of radio signal through the atmosphere. Another 
option to deal with atmosphere errors is to compare the relative transmission 
speed of two simultaneous signals sent by the satellite. This approach is called 
dual frequency measurement, and can help to estimate the atmosphere effect, 
although it usually requires very sophisticated receivers. 
 
Moreover, a very important source of errors comes from multipath signal 
reception due to the existence of local obstructions such as buildings, etc. 
Smart receivers used complex techniques to minimize these problems. Finally, 
as in any system, even satellites can account for small or temporal errors, which 
impose additional limits to the global accuracy. 
 
 
Differential GPS 
 
DGPS significantly improves the location accuracy of GPS by means of the 
cooperation of two receivers, one of them stationary and the other one movable. 
The main difference is the use of the stationary receiver, which will usually be 
reasonably closely located to the movable receiver, and which can be used as a 
stable reference. When compared to the distance to the satellite, the local 
distance between receivers is usually insignificant, which means that they will 
probable experience the same kind of positioning and timing errors due to 
atmosphere, synchronization or satellite positioning. This fact permits to correct 
any type of error except for multipath errors (which occur around the receiver) 
and receiver errors.  
 
In summary, DGPS stations estimate the error from the error they are receiving 
from the GPS system when compared to their well known location, and they 
broadcast or make available this information to other DGPS devices. The 
movable receivers will use this error information to correct the actual position 
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they are estimating from the traditional GPS methods. The DGPS reference 
stations usually include the information of errors when using different satellites 
to calculate their position. This way, movable DGPS receivers will be provided 
by a list of satellites and estimated errors that can be used to significantly 
improve the location accuracy. 
 
Nowadays, there is a widespread amount of DGPS reference stations 
worldwide, which provide even free information of GPS corrections. These 
stations usually transmit in the 300KHz range as any other system providing 
radio direction finding. 
 
 
DGPS based location 
 
Traditional location systems in a container terminal are based on container 
location recording when it is placed or moved within the depot [20]. The process 
can be done manually by paper and pencil, voice radio, or using an RF data 
terminal. When used together with a physical inventory, the technique is very 
accurate; however, it is usually not suited to be performed in near real time on a 
move by move basis. RF is more efficient when working together with a mean to 
automatically record the position of the cargo with little or no involvement from 
the operators. 
 
GPS is the only fully functional Global Navigation Satellite System in use today. 
However, GPS accuracy of about 80m [15] needs to be enhanced for the use in 
terminal operations. DGPS uses a network of fixed, ground-based reference 
stations to broadcast the difference between the positions indicated by the 
satellite systems and the known fixed location. 
 
DGPS terminals can be placed near to where accurate position determination is 
desired or attached to terminal equipment, so that they can be remotely tracked 
and supervised. Nearby DGPS receivers broadcast the range errors they see, 
and correlating them also with the satellite signals they are receiving, give 
between 10m to 2m accuracy [47]. More sophisticated DGPS techniques can 
increase positioning accuracy to within a few millimetres. DGPS modules feed 
other systems such as the container tracker (Fig. J.2) or can work together with 
other systems as GIS (Geographic Information Systems) solutions [29] to 
provide real time positional data that can be mapped along with optimum routes 
to serve specific containers and control driver speeds. 
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Fig. J.2 Vehicle location by DGPS 
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ANNEX K. ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE 
 
EDI refers to the application of information technology to business operations 
permitting to automate the interchange of electronic documents between 
different trading partners [16]. EDI standards define the global architecture of 
the data interchange processes, while specific solutions clarify the data format 
of the information to be exchanged, the communication messages between the 
different parties, and software used to interpret the documents. 
 
The trading partners agree on the specific information to be transmitted and 
how it should be used. This is done in human readable specifications. The EDI 
standard then specifies the data format, which pieces of information are 
mandatory or optional for a particular document, and give the rules for the 
structure of the document. It will be usually necessary to adapt internal 
information data structures to outgoing EDI standard interfaces, and to map 
incoming messages to the internal business systems or ERP.  
 
Transmission can be achieved by means of any available information 
technologies or protocols, such as HTTP, Telnet, FTP or e-mail. The 
information is usually sent over a Value Added Network, a specifically designed 
information network with additional services such as EDI highly secure 
document exchanges. Nevertheless, the development of the Internet has posed 
a strong trend towards migrating from traditional EDI standard solutions to 
cheaper and potentially more powerful web based solutions. For example, in the 
recent years, XML has become a widespread standard to permit any kind of 
information exchange. On the other side, Web Services permit some kind of 
standard solution to permit inter-business services information exchange, while 
keeping the need of a standardized EDI model. 
 
The main benefits from EDI systems are the following: 
 The use of EDI permits smooth document processing, to improve the 

efficiency in document handling as it only requires human intervention under 
special circumstances. 

 The automated processing eliminates human keying errors and permits 
instant document retrieval. 

 Additionally, EDI permits the drastic reduction of paper usage, as well as 
storage, printing and posting costs. 

 Finally, it allows for an increase in the quality of the trading relationship, 
ensuring accurate supplies and satisfied customers.  

 
In summary, the return of investment in EDI systems is derived from the cost 
reduction of business processes and the competitive edge achieved through 
fast processes and enhanced interrelationships. 
 
 
EDI systems for data exchange between partners 
 
The container terminal is a hub in the network of many varied transport chains 
(see Fig. K.1), for this reason the high volume of data exchanged between the 
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terminal and all the parties involved in the container transport is complex and 
varied [27]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. K.1 Data exchange between partners in the container terminal industry 

 
 
A solution is needed for the data exchange between the internal terminal 
operating application and partners´ IT systems, as transport companies, ship 
operators, trucking and rail companies, other terminals, harbour authorities and 
customs. EDI systems are often proprietary networks that have been developed 
by large companies who adopted the technology early on. EDI networks are 
standardized and the interconnection of these networks has extended the scope 
of EDI on a global scale. In comparison to Web-based transactions on the 
“open” Internet, “closed” EDI systems are considered to be more secure and 
less susceptible to fraud [54]. 
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ANNEX L. RFID SYSTEM FOR THE GATE 
PROCESSES 

 
The RFID system is not just used for internal vehicle identification but also used 
in the road truck processes. The terminal provides truck’s drivers with RFID 
tags and has implemented a mechanism with three RFID readings for the in 
gate process. A first reading is done at the highway in the entrance accessing 
the terminal, a second one at the portals and a third one at the lanes. With a 
successful RFID reading, the system has early information about the truck 
coming to the terminal. Combining this with an online web-based appointment 
system, the terminal can know the data related to the service that has to be 
provided to the incoming truck and start preparing it in advance, with can 
considerably reduce truck’s service time. In the case that it is the first time a 
truck is being serviced in the terminal, and therefore might not have a RFID tag, 
the system displays an indication to the truck to get one (Fig. L.1). 
 

 
 

Fig. L.1 RFID reading error at the in gate 

 
Once the driver gets the RFID tag and places it in the truck (as shown in Fig. 
L.2), it is ready for service and the next time is going to be able to make use of 
the RFID system and appointment advantages. 
 

 
 

Fig. L.2 RFID tag for road truck drivers 
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ANNEX M. OCR SYSTEM MIGRATION TESTS 
 

 
 

Fig. M.1 Image captures at night without OCR portal: top, left and right 

 
 

 
 

Fig. M.2 Image captures at sunlight without OCR portal: top, left and right 
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ANNEX N. OTHER SYSTEMS AND 
CONSIDERATIONS 

 
Apart from the systems mentioned above, additional systems are in place 
automating the rest of data capture activities. Examples of these are the 
weighting and the radiation scan. 
 
 
Weighting system 
 
Fig. N.1 shows the weighting system. It is used for container general 
information but can also be used for empty verification, presence determination, 
etc. The scale is integrated in the ground so it does not interfere the driving. For 
accuracy in the reading, in order to perform the weighting of containers in the 
rail operations, that use UTR-BC with cassette for carrying the containers, the 
ITT should stop completely and lower the cassette to the ground. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. N.1 Scale for weighting system 

 
 
For a successful reading, the cassette should be placed completely inside the 
scale; as if it stands outside (as shown in the bottom image of Fig. N.1) it can 
result in corrupt weighting information. 
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Radiation scan 
 
A radiation scan is performed in the customs radiation portal before entering the 
RBA. Fig. N.2 shows the radiation portal at the right side and the outbound 
OCR reading in the intermediate implementation stage. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. N.2 Radiation portal 

 
 
Similar processes: empty inspection 
 
There are just a few differences in the process taking place for empty 
containers going to the rail or event with the exit process for loaded, reefer, 
hazardous or empty containers. 
 
Important to highlight is that the process for empty containers does not have to 
carry out the seal check (as it just make sense for loaded containers) but 
instead an empty inspection takes place to verify that the container, in fact, 
empty, clean and its inside in an acceptable condition. 
 
In the automated scenario, the portal is implemented and equipped with high 
resolution cameras that capture digital images used, among others, for remote 
inspections. Fig. N.3 is the process map showing a general overview of the 
activities, sequence and actors involved in the information flow of the empty 
inspection. 
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Fig. N.3 Process map: Empty inspection 4 

 
 
Remote mechanics perform the empty inspections using a video captured with 
the camera located in each portal and zooming in and out the inside of the 
containers (Fig. N.4). Empty assessments are performed and the results 
registered in the system. If any internal damage is detected during the empty 
inspection, the application has an option to register it updating the results of the 
damage inspection to flag the container as damaged. Containers with debris 
and damaged full containers are not accepted into the terminal unless special 
arrangements have been agreed to by the terminal management. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. N.4 Remote empty inspection 

 

                                            
4
 Process map generated using iGrafx software. The results on this figure are shown as an 

example only, not based on actual projects. 
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In any case, there is still a need of opening the doors of the container for letting 
the camera access the inside. This can be done by the driver under the 
direction of the remote mechanic using any communication system as call box 
or radio. For remote inspections the drivers are then informed to open the 
container doors for camera viewing. At the gate for example, if the container is 
not clean the truck driver is informed that the container is rejected for not being 
clean, and the gate move is cancelled. The TOS is updated with damaged 
status (for both interior and exterior) by staff at the remote monitoring station. 
 
Empty inspections in rail operations are currently carried out manually with their 
associated risk and loose of efficiency. In manual inspections the mechanic 
conducts the empty inspection on-site taking care of the opening and closing of 
the container carried by the UTR. All relevant data is updated by M&R 
mechanics via the tablet PC. A safety procedure is developed in this case 
because of the risk introduced by the use of the cassettes as the operator has 
to climb the cassette for handling the container doors and just a reduced space 
is available for the operation, see Fig. N.5. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. N.5 Manual empty inspection 
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ANNEX O. SURVEY FOR PROCESS MODEL 
EVALUATION 

 
 

Survey for Process Model Evaluation 
 

October 2008 

 

This survey has been developed for evaluating the usability of the model proposed for 

describing operation processes in a container terminal. 

 

To answer the questions in this survey, respondents may have read the material provided 

consisting in a process example including maps and description of the significant aspects. In 

addition, the process maps notation and list of acronyms are included for reference during the 

examination of the process. 

 

1. Background questions 

1.1. What is your experience in the sector? 

1.2. What is your department? 

1.3. What is your job function? 

 

2. Template document related questions 

2.1. Is the process positioning clear in the terminal operations?  

2.2. Is the process hierarchy clear for the different processes / sub-processes? 

2.3. Does the template document provide all required information? 

 

3. Process map related questions 

3.1. Does the process map depict in a comprehensive way the sequence of actions? 

3.2. Is it easy to understand the actors and their tasks? 

3.3. Is the level of detail of the process maps adequate? 

 

4. Process discussion related questions 

4.1. Does the process discussion help to understand the process? 

4.2. Is the written discussion of the process necessary to understand the process? 

 

5. General questions 

5.1. Do you think this basic model (a process map complemented with a written description) is 

sufficient for a clear understanding of the operation? 

5.2. Are the different interactions between human and systems clearly illustrated? 

5.3. Is there any important point missing when studying the process in the way presented? 

5.4. What can make the process clearer in your opinion? 

5.5. Is there any application you oversee for these process models? 

 

6. Suggestions 

6.1. Is there any other interesting feedback or something you would like to highlight 


